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DR. DONALD M. HARDISTY
FALL BOARD MEETING
The annual board meeting of
NMMEA was held in Albuquerque,
August 10 from 9 AM to 10:30 PM
with only brief lunch and dinner
breaks. I wish to thank the board
members for completing the business of the organization in an in-

(Continued on Page 4)
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dustrious and extremely efficient
manner. In the past, these Fall
board meetings have not only extended into the early morning
hours, but they have lasted two
full days.
ALL-STATE 1980
(AUDITION SCHEDULE) .
Clinicians and conductors for the
1980 All-State and In-service conference are given in the V /P columns , and extended details will
be released in the Winter issue of
the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
Student auditions for All-state
have pre-registration deadlines of
October 22 for VOCAL, and October 29 for INSTRUMENTAL.
The yearly rotation of audition
Chairpersons takes the position to
Western this year, and Dr. William B. Tietze has contracted another .o utstanding list of University professors to assist with the auditions: Charles West, Floren
Thompson, Loren Wise, William
Tietze, Jeffrey Piper, Louis Burkel, Ron Thielman, Marianna Gabbi, Gary Hardie, Guy Webb, Sean

ROLLIE HELTMAN

A warm welcome is extended to
the music educators, new to New
Mexico school systems. Warm
greetings are also extended to the
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many faithful and dedicated music
educators who are returning to
their communities to continue
their contributions to students and
society through music experiences
in the schools of New Mexico.
The New Mexico Music Educators Association is beginning its
thirty-sixth year of service and
support to promote comprehensive music experiences for all students in the schools of New Mexico.
The thirty-sixth All-State Music
Festival and In-Service Conference
will again be hosted by the Music
Department of the University of
New Mexico. Dates for All-State
are January 9-1 2, 1980. I urge each
of you to begin making plans to
attend. Apply for your inservice
professional leave now. One hour
of inservice renewal credit will
again be available from the State
Department of Education. Manv
( Continued on Page 5)

BAND VEEP COLUMN

SAM L. PEMBERTON, JR.
NOW is the time to begin your
plans to attend the 36th Annual
New Mexico Music Educator's
Inservice Conference and All-State
Music Festival at the University
of New Mexico on January 11, 12
HARDISTY(Continued from Page 3)

Daniel, Ann Swenson, Don Paschke, and Merrily Culwell. On-theroad Chairman assisting Dr. Tietze
will be Don Paschke (Vocal), and
Gary Hardie (Strings).
As the NMMEA Board promised last year, all member directors will please note the order of
audition centers will be ·changed
each year, and for this Fall the
November dates, sites, and local
Chairpersons are as foliows: VOCAL - 12 November - Santa Fe
(Marylinda Gutierrez), 13-Albuquerque (Dale Kempter), 14-Las
Cruces (Guy Webb), 15-Roswell
(Art Dempsey), and 16 Hobbs (Ben
Canfield); INSTRUMENTAL-26
November-Santa Fe (Clark Pontsler), 27 - Albuquerque (Dale
Kempter), 28-Las Cruces (Ross
Ramsey), and 29 Roswell (Art
Dempsey).
I take this opportunity to express our sincerest appreciation to
the list of auditioners and chairpersons for their services to NMMEA. With their help we have an
All-state, and the cause of music
education in New Mexico is fast-

and 13, ,1980. All of us need to
submit requests for professional
leave before Christmas due to the
shortness of time afterwards until
the convention.
Several clinics have been planned to fulfill requests you made
at last January's All-State. Nick
Luchetti is sponsoring both a
-corps style percussion clinic and a
· ·symphonic percussion clinic, Jack
Gittings of Shawnee Press is
bringing us "Ear Training for
Band" with Dale Kennedy as
clinician and Kay Zahm's Grant
Middle School Band as the clinic
group. Dr. Charles West of NMSU will conduct a woodwind clinic,
and Bob Farley is sponsoring a
clarinet clinic. The Symphonic
Percussion Clinic and Woodwind.
Clinic will be open to the AllS ta te student participants on Friday evening. Joe Keith will be
working with Harold Van Winkle
in preparing for the Friday evening New Band Music Reading
Session.
Many .of you have been asked

to help in one way or another, an
the willingness with which yo
have accepted responsibilities
sincerely appreciated. Our Al
State convention is complex, an
it could not continue without y01
If you wish to help and have nc
been asked, please let me knov
It's not too late!

ered.
DISTRICT PRESIDENTS
At the Board meeting I took
great interest in the reports of the
District Presidents, and may I
urge the membership to continue
your support of your District officers. Your regional activities and
festivals are the generating force
behind a successful NMMEA at
the state level. Please become active and write your District Presidents. Read their columns in this
issue of the Magazine.
MUSIC IN OUR SCHOOLS
WEEK, March 9-15, 1980
The Board has approved the appointment of Peggy Jordan, P. 0.
Box 213, Taos, New Mexico 87571,
as the new MIOSW State Chairperson for 1980. She will be working with the former Chairperson,
Virginia Ebinger (Los Alamos),
and plan for the dates of March
9-15 now. Peggy will be contacting you very soon, and please add
your assistance to the local Chairpersons she will appoint to coordinate the activities in each district.
NMMEA CORPORATION NEWS

NMMEA has been granted
temporary tax-exempt status fc
the next three years as a nor
profit organization by the Internl
Revenue Service. In January,
will ask the membership to vo1
in favor of an amendment to U
Articles of Incorporation whic
will be required by the IRS to car
tinue the tax-exempt status, an
for them to make a permane1
ruling in the future. The Amenc
ment more specifically states ot
" . .. purpose under the Section 5(
(c) (3) of the United States Ir
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (c
the corresponding provisions c
any future United States lnterm
Revenue Code)."
We will greatly appreciate yo
cooperation in this matter, and l«
me tell you Rollie Heltman and
have been kept extremely bu
most of the Spring and Summ
with letters and calls to and froj
the IRS concerning the successf~
resolution of our non-profit col
porate status which seems firm fc
the immediate future.
James Odle, Executive Secri
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Congratulations to the Alamc
gordo High School Band, Jii
Young, Director, for being seleci
ed the 1980 New Mexico Hone
Band. The Alamogordo Band h ~
a long history of high honors, an
this most recent distinction ce1
tainly continues an award-winnin
tradition. We all look forward 1
hearing them in concert at AI:
State.

Don't let audition entry deac
lines catch you by surprise, an
remember to ask for professiom
leave early-ASK FOR PROFE~
SIONAL LEA VE NOW-BEFOR
CHRISTMAS! See you in Albt
querque!
Sam Pemberton

(Continued on Page 6)

CHORAL VEEP COLUMN

WAYNE ANDERSON

I hope that everyone had a
leasant summer and that each of
ou are again hard at work mak1g your choral programs the best
ossible.
I am already excited about this
ear's All-State Clinic and Inervice Conference, and I trust
mt you share that excitement
rith me. We have as our clinicians
1is year Mr. Rodney Eichenbergr, from the University of Southrn California, for the Mixed

lELTMAN(Continued from Page 3)

ationally recognized conductors,
linicians and music educators
rill be scheduled to provide demnstrations and workshops of sucessful teaching strategies and
rnterials in music teaching. All
~vels of music instruction from
lementary school as basic educalon instrumental and vocal muic 'instruction and performance,
: > the college-university music
rogram will provide something
::>r everyone in attendance.
The requirements for student
a rticipation, audition procedures,
equired audition music and allt ate program music are listed
lsewhere in this publication.
>}ease read carefully and begin the
1r eparation of your students for
he audition as competition is keen
n d only the well prepared stuents make all-state performing

Choir and Dr. Hugh Sanders, from
West Texas State University, for
the Girls' Choir. Both of these
men have had many successful
years in Choral music, and we look
forward to the expertise they bring
to us and our students.
The Audition Titles are:
Locus iste a Dea factus est
(Peters 6314) Bruckner, SATB
Fragments from the Mass (Piedmont Music Co. - Sole selling
agent: Marks Music Corp.) Diemer, SSAA-Sanctus Movement
The V a g a b o n d (Boosey &
Hawkes) R. Vaughn Wiliiams,
TTBB
A complete listing of All-State
Titles may be found elsewhere in
the magazine along with audition
sites, chairmen, dates, and sample
judging sheets. The audition consists of tonal memory, sight reading, and a prepared solo and
choral piece which must be memorized. Let's all do our best to see
that our students are well prepared for the All-State Auditions.
I would like to congratulate the
Clovis High School Concert Choir
for being selected as this year's
Honor Choir. Congratulations also
go to the Carlsbad High School
Troubadors for being selected
First Runner Up. Let me urge
everyone to attend the Honors

Concert, and also to submit your
tapes if you would like to be considered for the Honor Choir next
year. My sincere thanks goes to
the Choral Committee for their
time and effort in selecting this
year's Honor Choir.
Several fine clinics have already
been scheduled for the Choral Directors in attendance. Clinics include: Sightreading, Literature,
and Teaching Techniques presented by Bob Brown, Linda Lopez,
and Don Thorp; New Music Reading Session, sponsored by Joe
Keith and the Music Mart; The
Contemporary Period: Style and
Materials, presented by Dr. Guy
Webb; A Literature Exchange,
sponsored by A.C.D.A.; and a concert by the Eastern New Mexico
University Concert Choir, conducted by Dr. Greg Lyne. Make plans
now to attend, it will be well
worth your time.
If you have any suggestions or
ideas concerning All-State, or if
I can be of any help to you, please
write me at:
Wayne Anderson
1816 Glenarm Drive
Clovis, NM 88101
or call: 762-3745 (office)
or 762 -0479 (home)
Respectfully submitted,
Wayne Anderson

groups. The schedules and regulations for all-state audition process will also be found elsewhere
in this magazine. Please follow instructions closely, as it is the student who suffers when the music
instructor does not follow the
rules and meet the deadlines.
I have ofen written about accountability in music education in
this column in our school curriculum. A great deal more emphasis
is being placed upon the necessity
of stated and published educational goals, music education program
goals and music education proprogram objectives. The State
Board of Education published
Minimum Educational Standards
for the schools of New Mexico requires that each school publish
goals and objectives as a basis for
evaluation for each learning area
in the school curriculum. If you
have not produced statements. of

goals and objectives, K-12 for your
music education program, I strongly urge you to begin the task.
Like all teachers, music educators need to be first and foremost "live and growing" human
beings. The fact they have selected music as their particular discipline places certain special responsibilities on them, but no way do
these responsibilities relieve them
of their need to be outstanding
persons:
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1. Inspire others. They must
demonstrate qualities of leadership that will enable them
to excite the imagination of
students and be able to communicate enthusiasm for music.

2. Continue to learn in their
own and other fields. They
must develop an attitude of
(Continued on Page 14)

ORCHESTRA VEEP
COLUMN

MARY HELEN F. KLARE
A few years ago, when asked
"What are the characteristics of
a good teacher?," Margaret Mead
answered in part: "the most extraordinary thing about a really good
teacher is that he or she transcends accepted educational methods. Such methods are designed to
help average teachers approximate the performance of good
teachers." She went on to say of
teachers: "Their enjoyment of
teaching affects those who are
taught, so that they feel some
positive emotion - joy, delight,
HARDISTY(Continued from Page 4)

tary of the New Mexico Activities
Association, and Rollie are working on the bonding and/or liabiiity
insurance, and we will hope to collaborate with NMAA in this endeavor.
MENC-llth BIENNIAL
INTERIM MEETING

The MENC National Assembly
was held in Heston, Virginia just
outside Washington, D. C., July
24-26, and Rollie and Harriet Heltman, and I represented NMMEA.
Members of the Assembly included: President of MENC Federated
State Units, Presidents of MENC
Auxiliary and Associated Oragnizations, Elected Chairpersons of
MENC Councils, and MENC Nationa 1 and Division Officers. Audi-

achievement, relief - when they
learn what their teachers teach.
They never make assumption
about what their pupils know;
they take the trouble to find out,
and they are tireless in finding
new ways of repeating where repetition is necessary." C. L. "Doc"
Sonnichsen, author and former
professor at UTEP put it this way:
"the real business of a teacher is
to turn the student on, get him
interested in and excited about
something, show him what he
wants to do and convince him that
he can do it."
With each approaching new
school year I, like many of you,
become excited at the prospect of
teaching again. I eagerly set out
to establish new goals for myself
and my students. I'm enthusiastic
about trying something "new" this
year or pursuing an approach that
seemed to off er promise the previous year. And even though my
enthusiasm wanes at times during
the year, I always feel a great
sense of accomplishment at the
end of the year. Yet, in retrospect,
I can't help but wonder if I've
been successful. Have I accomplished what I set out to do?
To me one of the strongest
characteristics a teacher can possess is the ability to make students out-do themselves. I am not
so much concerned that we as
teachers "transcend accepted edu-

cational methods," as that throu~
the communication to students 1
our love for music and teachin
we make them want to be "turne
on," and excel. As a consequenc
they are turned on, and they ofte
excel. Sometimes we are fortrn
ate enough to witness this happe1
ing before our eyes. But often, °"
don't find out until much lateryears sometimes-what profour
influence we've had on a studen
Our job is so important! Lookir
back, we can all remember one c
two teachers we deeply respecte
and admired; teachers who ir
spired us and helped make us wh;
we are today. Most likely that
why we chose the field we're i
right now. Let us all aspire .to t
that ,special one-of-a-kind teachE
who influenced us.
Now, on to January! As ye
know Mr. Jacob Avshalomov, c01
ductor of the Portland Youth Syn
phony and Capt. Lowell Graha11
conductor of the United States A
Force Orchestras, will be our 19E
All - State orchestra clinician
Please take careful note of the st
lections chosen for each orchesti
and the audition materials for st:1.
dents elsewhere in this issue. V\i
have much of interest to look fol
ward to with the transformatia
of the String Orchestra into a fu
Concert Orchestra. I think st\
den ts will find the three selectiox

tors were also in attendance from
State Music Education Associations: Presidents-elect, Secretaries-Treasurers, Edi tors, Student
Member Chairpersons, and State
Supervisors of Music.
A thrust at the meeting was to
improve government relations
with our national congressman
and senators. Led by the MENC
National Government Relations
Steering Committee, James E.
Thomas, and Vice President Robert Klotman, National Chairpersons, and Paul Haach, Southwest
Division GR Coordinator from
Lawrence, Kansas, we spent hours
learning and visiting with our national elected officials.
We met in private appointments
with Representative Harold Run-

nels, a n d Senators Harrisl
Schmitt, and Pete Domenici. Th
all showed a vital interest in m
sic, and these were the issues
discussed and on which M E N
has taken a national legislative p
sition: I. ESTABLISHMENT
FEDERAL ARTS EDUCATIO
PROGRAM; and II. THE ESTA
LISHMENT OF A CABINE
LEVEL DEPARTMENT OF ED
CATION.
As you may .know, the sena
passed II. by a wide majority (7
21), but the same bill passed t
congress by a small majority (2 1
206). Senator Domenici and Re
resentative Runnels voted in f
var of the bill to Establish a Ca
net-level Department of Educatio
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( Continued on next page)

(Continued on Page 10)

( Continued from previous page)

osen for the concert both chalnging and enjoyable.
I was very pleased to receive
ilthusiastic responses from those
o will be helping with both
chestras: Jim Bonnell as Chairan of the Symphony Orchestra,
n Teare as assistant, and Roger
oodle as Chairman of the Conrt Orchestra, with Donna Herron
· assistant.
You might be interested in
owing that Dale Kempter, Jim
nnell, and Don Beene (as Chairan), were asked to serve on a
mmittee to draw up a repertoire
t for the Concert Orchestra for
xt year. The primary function
this list will be to help future
nductors of the new orchestra
lect an appropriate program for
e All-State concert. If any of
u have suggestions, please forard them to members of the
mmittee or to me.
Congratulations! to Kim Thompn and the Eldorado High School
mphony Orchestra for being sected as one of the Honor groups
perform at the Honor Concert
Thursday evening at All-State.
have such representation is
rrific!
Ever felt put on the spot when
rents have brought a violin for
u to assess and advise them on?
ell, we're all going to be more
owledgeable about this business
ter next January. Thanks to Don
obertson of the Violin Shop and
is Friday Morning workshop:
ow to Buy a Vioiin." This
ould prove invaluable to all of
. Another workshop we should
an on attending is "Teaching
hythm in the Middle School
and and Orchestra" given by
incent Kole. This is an approach
sing reading slides.
Look for more news of plans for
ll-State in the winter issue.
lease take the time to share with
e any thoughts you might be
aving. I assure you I would be
ery glad to hear from you. Conct me.
Wis hing you happy, successful
ginnings this school year.
Mary Helen F. Klare
Orchestra Veep

r

ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH
VEEP COLUMN

PRISCILLA ZIMMERMANN
"There was an old man named
Michael Finnigin, He had whiskers
on his chinigin, Shaved 'em off but
they gre.w inigin, Poor old Michael
Finnigin, Beginigin." Like the old
folk song it is time to "beginigin."
How about you? Are you ready to
begin the new school year with
your bulletin boards creative and
sparkling; your lesson plans all
prepared; your first choral concert
planned, y o u r philosophy rethought and your smile and enthusiasm ready to cope with whatever September brings? Or, arc
you like most of us who are just
"beginning" to acclimate ourselves
to the reality that summer is past
and school year 1979-80 is now!
First of all here's a little something that I have on my key chain
and I'm including it in my report
in order to help both you and me.

8
Now none of us has an excuse
for putting things off until we get
"around to it"! I'm also finding it
helpful to say to myself several
times a day, "do it now do it now
do it now".
'
'
I am so thrilled about our Elementary/ Junior High Program for
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All-State 1980! Barbara Andress
from Arizona State University will'
be presenting three 1 % hour sessions on Thursday. Many of us
remember Barbara's super sessions
several years ago. I have attended
many such inspiring sessions with
Barbara during my teaching career and personally recommend
her sessions from first hand experience. We will keep our momentum going on Friday with
Brigitte Warner of Anapolis,
Maryland. Brigitte is a nationally
known Orff specialist with whom
~ have had the privilege of studymg before. Again I personally recommend these sessions to you.
We have a new addition to our
Friday evening schedule. Mr. Jack
Gittings of Shawnee Press will direct a reading session of Choral
and Resource materials for elementary and junior high school at
6:45. Friday evening. This evening
sess10n was added in order not to
conflict with other elementary/junior high sessions. Since we have
made an effort to provide this
reading session without other
choral conflicts, let's come out and
read through some new materials
together.
I can not urge you enough to
attend All-State. You each have
your "round tuit" so decide right
now that you are going to go and
make plans right now to attend
our 1980 All-State Music Festival
and Inservice Conference J anuary 10, 11 and 12. And remember
"do it now".
'
Several people have asked me
over the summer to list my "best"
Junior High choral numbers .
Here's my list.
GENERAL: "Let Love Come
Near" Ed Robertson, Carl Fischer
Pub. (SSAB). "Brighten Up My
Soul" Joyce Eilers, Hal Leonard
Pub. (SAB). "My Lord" Joyce Eilers, Hal Leonard Pub. (SAB).
"Movin' On" Raymond Hanisian
Shawnee Press Pub. (Severai
Voicings). "Pass It On" Kurt
Kaiser, Lexicon Music Pub. (Unison). "I Like It-Bein' Me!" Bob
Barbey, Hinshaw Music Pub.
CHRISTMAS: "Gaudeamus Rodie" Natalie Sleeth, Carl Fischer
(Continued on Page 8)

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
AUGUST 10-11, 1979 - ALBUQUERQUE

ZIMMERMANN(Continued from Page 7)

Pub. (3-part) "Lying in a Manger"
John Carter, Jenson Pub. (SAE).
"Holiday Blessing" Joyce Eilers,
Carl Fischer Pub. (3-part). "Dona
Nobis Pacem" Hal Hopson, Agape
Music Pub. (3-part). "Three Christmas Songs with Synthesizer Accompaniment" Rob e rt Schultz
(Unison) Concordia Pub.
I would be most happy to include other lists in my report next
time. It would be so great to share
ideas with one another. There just
must be some great ideas "out
there" so why not share them. I'm
already thinking about All-State
1981 so I'd be most appreciative
of your suggestions.
In closing, if I may add a personal note, many of you already
know that I am on leave of absence
from the Los Alamos Schools. I
have recently joined the staff of
St. John's U n i t e d Methodist
Church in Santa Fe as Director of
Music Ministries. My office telephone number is 982-5244. If I
can ever help you in any way
please feel free to call me.
Priscilla Benge Zimmermann

Present:

President, Donald M. Hardisty
Vice President, Band-Sam L. Pemberton, Jr.
Vice President, Chorus-Wayne Anderson
Vice President, Orchestra-Mary Helen Klare
Vice President, Elementary-Jr. HS-Priscilla B. Zimmermann
Vice President, University-College-Harold Van Winkle
Executive Secretary-Rollie V. Heltman
Past President -John 0. Walker (Absent)
Editor, New Mexico Musician-Duane J . Bowen (Absent)
NMAA-J ames Odle
President, District 1, Southwest--James Young
President, District 2, Southeast-Charles Rives (Rep. by Sam Pemberton)
President, District 3, Northwest-Carl Kloosterman
President, District 4, North Central-Edward A. Martinez
President, District 5, Northeast-Phillip Wilson (Absent)
President, District 6, Central-Mario Cordova
President, District 7, Albuquerque-Ron J. Fuss
AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

CROESUS INTERNATIONAL
FUNDING PROGRAM
Funding for
SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAMS
BANDS, ORCHESTRAS, CHOIRS

7} Transportation for Guest Conductors

2111 Menaul N.E. Suite E
Albuquerque, N.M. 87107
(505) 344-0441

le ::\
I~
]:

CHAMBER MUSIC
FURNITURE

l
ar Y.

mU~IC

J ~~Uand~
•

Hardwood stands, benches,
and accessories.
Traditional Elegant Designs.

Free Catalog

Call to order and introductions-Don Hardisty
Approval of Minutes of previous NMMEA B'o ard of Directors Meeting, Heltm
Annual Financial Report-Heltman
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN REPORT
e . Nonprofit tax status report IRS
President's Report-Don Hardisty
f. Southwest MENC Div. activities
a. Arts Legislation
g. MENC President Interim Meeting
b. Fee Schedules for 1980 All-State
c. MENC State Music, MIOSW
d. Support School Music, AMC
New Mexico Activities Association Report- James Odle
National Membership Drive-Heltman
District :!?residents reports-Activities, Officers, Problems, Etc.
All-State Audition Report-Hardisty and Heltman
a. 1979 dates, Center and Chairman- Hardisty
b. Audition Team Proposal-William B. Tietze - Hardisty
c. 1979 Audition Procedures-Heltman and Hardisty
1980 All-State Music Festival and Inservice Conference- Hardisty
a. NMMEA Vice-Presidents Reports - Bring your proposed 1980 All- State
Program
1) Schedules for All-State Activities
2) Audition judges for choral students and instrumentalists
3) Workshop Clinicians, reading sessions, etc.
4) Honor Concerts
5) Presiding Chairman and Assistants
6) Sergeant at Arms-District V.P.'s will provide names

11.

b. All-State Concerts
1) Concert performance: Order, Student Dress, Stage Crews, Monitors
A.M., P.M., etc.
2) Recording of Concert
3) Ticket sales and ticket takers at concerts
4) Other
New Business

CALL TO ORDER

President Hardisty called the meeting to order at 9:00 A.M., August 10, 1979 in 1
Conference Room of the Howard Johnson Midtown Motel. He greeted everya
present. All officers and members were present except three who had sent repo
and reasons for their absence.

Drawer 8300, Box 277. Palo Alto, CA 94 302

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS NMMEA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
JANUARY 10, 1979

I

MUSIC IN OUR
SCHOOLS WEEK
MARCH 9-15, 1980

Secretary Heltman reviewed the minutes of the NMMEA Board of Directors Me
ing held January 10, 1979 on the evening prior to the 35th All-State Music Festi
and Inservice Conference as printed in the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN, Spr
1979, Volume XXVI Number 3. Carl Kloosterman moved, seconded by Sam Pe
berton that the minutes be approved as printed (two typographical correctio
motion passed.
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

NMMEA Treasurer Heltm~n presented an audited report of the financial activit
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d responsibilities of the association covering the period of August 1, 1978 to
1gust 1, 1979. Heltman gave a careful analysis of the activities and the income
d cost of each. The report shows a total income of $33,552.65 with total expendires of all NMMEA Activities at S26,502.56 leaving a balance in the First National
mk of Belen, New Mexico of $7,050.09. The total operation for the year had a
t gain over the 1979 bank balance of S6,964.91 of $85.18. The association has a
:;erve savings account of $11,624.00 which would support approximately one-half
year's operation of the association were there no other income.
Heltman recommended that All-State fees for the coming year remain the same
cept for the student audition fee which should be increased to $2.50 each. Other
1-State fees would be all-state student pa'rticipation fee S6.00, adult S12.50, conrt tickets $2.50 and student fee $1.00.
Wayne Anderson moved, seconded by Mario Cordova that the Financial Report
r 1978-79 be approved as printed. Motion passed unanimously. James Young
ved, seconded by Edward Martinez, that all-state student audition fee be raised
$2.50 per student per audition. Motion passed unanimously.

Ahead
start
f,;,r the
student
flutist.

W MEXICO MUSICIAN, EDITOR'S REPORT-Duane J. Bowen

Due to circumstances beyond his control, Duane Bowen was unable to be
sent. His written report follows which was read by Secretary Heltman.
The New Mexico Musician paid for itself during the 1978-79 volume and showed
mall profit. Projection for next year (1979-80) may show a loss unless advertisers
tinue supporting us even though new rates are higher.
Editor Bowen requested that reports, articles, etc., and pictures be sent to him
soon as possible.
President Hardisty complimented Editor Bowen for the quality of our publican and pointed out that the New Mexico Musician is among the best of all the
te Music Educators' Publications.
Secretary Heltman pointed out that in his recollection the magazine had paid
itself only a few times. Congratulations to Duane J. Bowen for a job well done.
SIDENT'S REPORT-DONALD M. HARDISTY

President Hardisty reviewed the NMMEA Activities at the national level on
support and initiative concernnig Legislation for the promotion and support of
s in education. This was the major emphasis for the MENC president's Interim
eting. All participants met with their congressional delegation to discuss the
d for federal support for arts in education Legislation. We, Rollie and Harriet
ltman and Hardisty had the opportunity to visit with New Mexico Senators
menici and Schmidt and Congressman Harold Runnels. Each expressed strong
port for education and the role of the arts and especially for music in the
ools. Manual Lujan was unavailable at the time we called.
of the president's report will be found in his report in this publiMEXICO ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION-James Odle

James Odle, Executive Director New Mexico Activities Association reported
t the NMAA was working on a plan which might allow non-athletic groups of
association to participate in some kind of liability insurance. In these days
ti society attitudes legal suits are more prevalent than in years gone by. Presently
ts are very high. However, NMMEA recent incorporation helps protect the offis and members of the association on an individual basis. Further information
1 be forthcoming.
OPOSED AMENDMENTS TO NMMEA ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

In order to complete the application and requirements for the IRS Exempt
tus for the NMMEA Corporation the following amendment to the By-Laws and
ticles of Incorporation will need to be made:
Article VII is amended to read as follows:
"This corporation shall not have or issue shares of stock. No dividends shall
be paid, no part of income, profit, or assets of the corporation shall be distributed to its members, directors, or officers. The corporation may pay compensation in a reasonable amount to its members, directors or officers for
services rendered to accomplish its stated purposes. In event of dissolution or
liquidation of the corporation, final distribution of any assets of the corporation,
after all obligations have been paid, will be made to an organization(s) of like
purpose if qualified under Section 501(c) (3) of the United State Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 (or the corresponding provision of a ny future United
States Internal Revenue Code).
rl Kloosterman moved, seconded by Mary Helen Klare that the Amendment be
roved for presentation to the membership at the annual meeting in January
0. Motion passed unanimously.
(Continued on Page 10)
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Leblanc 7019 Thirtieth Ave.

Kenosha, WI 53141

HARDISTY(Continued from Page 6)

BOARD OF DIREC'f'ORS-(Continued from Page 9)

and both were confident we would
have a separate Department in the
near future. May I urge you to
write Rep. Lujan, and Sen Schmitt
asking them to support the Department bill. First of all, however, write and thank Sen Dominici and Rep. Runnels for voting
in favor of the new Cabinet-level
Department of Education. Music
education will profit greatly from
this separation from health and
welfare. Education and music education have always taken a back
seat in the present HEW organizations.
When you write the congressman, you should also ask them to
help in the establishment of a
Federal Arts Educational Program, and here I quote the MENC
National Legislative Position: "The
National Executive Board of the
Music Educators National Conference goes on record as endorsing
the enactment by the Congress of
the United States of a program of
federal support for arts education
activities for the purpose described
in Section 401 of Senate Bill 3440,
94 th Congress, 2nd Session, and to
be conducted similar to that described in the balance of Title IV
of the aforesaid Senate Bill, and
that the National President and
staff of the Conference are urged
to take such actions as may be
necessary to develop, propose, and

Secretary Heltman distributed MENC and NMMEA membership enrollmer
material to district presidents and requested them to make a presentation an
effort to enroll new music teachers so they can participate and support benefits an
efforts for promition and advancement of music education in the schools of Ne,
Mexico. Membership enrollment forms should be sent directly to MENC, 1902 Assc
ciation Drive, Heston, Virginia 22091.

secure the successful enactment of
such legislation as expeditiously as
possible."
I do not have space here to give
the members of NMMEA a historical summary, and answer
questions regarding the proposed
Federal Arts Educational Program; but please know we are
available to advise you, and plan
to make reference to the Music
Educators Journal and the Music
Power releases from the National
office for additional information.
AMERICAN MUSIC
CONFERENCE (AMC)
MUSIC ALERT!

Were you aware that the American Music Conference, now head(Continued on Page 11)

NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS REPORTS

District
District
District
District
District
District
District

1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,

Southwest, James Young-attached
Southeast, Charles Rives (Read by Sam Pemberton, Jr.)
Northwest, Carl Kloosterman-attached
North Central, Edward A. Martinez-attached
Northeast, No Report
Central, Mario Cordova
Albuquerque, Ron J. Russ, attached

ALL-STATE AUDITION REPORT- HARDISTY· HELTMAN

Secretary Heltman distributed copies of the participation and financial stat
of the 1978-79 All-State auditions. The report shows there were nearly 100 st
dents less that auditioned and the extra cost for adding one audition center caus
a $380 deficit in the auditions. This is the reason for raising audition fees to $2.5
THE 1979 AUDITION DATES, CENTERS AND CHAIRMAN:

Vocal Auditions

Nov. 12, 1979

Santa Fe High School, Mary Linda Gutierrez,
Chairman
13, 1979 Albuquerque, Dale Kempter
14, 1979 Las Cruces, Guy Webb
15, 1979 Roswell, Art Dempsey
16, 1979 Hobbs, Ben Canfield
Instrumental Audition Nov. 26, 1979 Santa Fe, Clark Pontsler, Chairman
27, 1979 Albuquerque, Dale Kempter
"
28, 1979 Las Cruces, Ross Ramsey
29, 1979 Roswell, Art Dempsey
The proposed audition team, William B. Tietze, Chairman. The following Univer
ty Music Personnel were nominated to serve on the 1979 Audition Team.
Vocal:
Guy Webb, New Mexico State University-First Soprano
Sean Daniels, University of New Mexico-Second Soprano
John Clark, University of New Mexico-First Alto
Merrily Culwell, Eastern New Mexico University-Second Alto
Ann Swenson, Eastern New Mexico University-First & Second Tenor
Donald Paschke, Eastern New Mexico University-First & Second Bass
Instrumental:
Charles West, New Mexico State University-Piccolo/ flute
Floren Thompson, Eastern New Mexico University-Eb-Bb Clarinet
William Tietze, Western New Mexico University-Oboe, Bassoon, A, T, B,
Saxophone
Loren Wise, New Mexico Highlands University-S. Drum, Tympani, Melodi
Percussion
Jeffry Piper, University of New Mexico-Cornet & trumpet
Louis Burkel, Eastern New Mexico University-French Horn, A, B, and C.
Clarinet
Ron Thielman, New Mexico State University-Trombone, B. Trombone,
Baritone & Tuba
Leonard Felberg, University of New Mexico--Violin
Gary Hardy, New Mexico State University-Viola, Cello, St. Bass
Wayne Anderson moved, seconded by Carl Kloosterman that the audition team f
the 1979-80 All-State be accepted as presented. Motion passed unanimously.
1979 ALL-STATE AUDITION PROCEDURES

Secretary Heltman presented up-dated copies of the audition procedures whi
reflect changes made by the band section and orchestra sections of NMMEA duri
the 1979 all-state and approved by the Executive Committee. (See elsewhere
this publication).
1980 ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE

Vice Presidents Reports:
Priscilla Zimmerman-Elementary-Junior High School
Sam Pemberton, Jr.-Band
Mary Helen Klare-Orchestra
(Continued on Next Page)
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Wayne Anderson-Chorus - attached
President Hardisty took the Board through the entire all-state program item
item. Each vice-president and district president provided information and names
participants for the new program. A number of assistants and concerns are
ill being finalized.
Jim Young, President of the Southwest District, proposed that the honor conrt be held on Thursday afternoon instead of Thursday evening. He moved, seeded by Ron Fuss that the honors concert be moved to Thursday at 1 :30 P .M.,
d have the rehearsals Thursday evening. Motion failed: three for, six against, 2
stained. President Hardisty appointed a committee to be chaired by Jim Young
study the proposition and report at the· next board meeting.
Secretary Heltman requested that All-Siate information be sent to him as soon
possible.
President Hardisty reemphasized the importance of keeping in touch .
DJOURNMENT.
o further business appearing President Hardisty declared the meeting adjourned .
Respectfully submitted,
ROLLIE V. HELTMAN
Executive Secretary

FALL 1979 CHOIR AUDITION TITLES
Locus iste a Deo factus est -

Bruckner-C.F.-Peter-6314

Vagabond - Ralph Vaughn Williams-Boosey Hawkes TTBB

5454 -

Fragments of the Mass - Diemer - Marks Music Corp. - selling
agent (Piedmont Music Co., Inc.) - SSAA - (The Sanctus
section will be used for All-State Auditions)

HARDISTY(Continued from Page 10)

ed by Dr. Gene Wenner, formerly
with the US Department of Education, has many materials available to help you become and remain informed? For owners of the
SUPPORT SCHOOL MUSIC KIT,
the AMC publishes a bimonthly
newsletter.
You should invest $15.00 and
purchase the Kit from the American Music Conference, 1000 Skokie
Boulevard, Wilmette, Ill. 60091.
Following is a quote from the current July/ August, 1979 Newsletter
of AMC 's MUSIC ALERT: "PROPOSED "Arts in Education" Regulations-New Regulations are being proposed that would allow the
Arts in Education program of the
Office of Education to fund "Publice and private agencies, organizations, and institutions. " State
and local educational agencies are
already eligible under current
regulations."
Continuing the AMC quote:
(Continued on Page 13)

PROFESSIONAL FUND RAISERS
Post Office Box 547 • Selmer, Tennessee 38375 • Telephone 901 / 645-3255

DAVE IUHMAN

BRUCE KROKEN
ZONE MANAGER
4517 BALI COURT
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87111
(505) 294-1959

ZONE MANAGER
1825 CANDLELIGHT DR.
LAS CRUCES, N.M. 88001

(505) 522-5676

e SHORT, WELL-ORGANIZED PROGRAM
e QUALITY PRODUCTS-PROVEN COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE
e PERSONAL ASSISTANCE-START TO FINISH
• DELIVERY IN COMPANY TRUCKS

e PROMOTIONAL MONEY
• NO RISK GUARANTEE
e AUDIO-VISUAL TRAINING FOR STUDENT LEADERS
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Priority will be given to those
tpplicants who indicate capability
o link together effectively existng school and community re:ources in support of school arts
,rograms." For further informaion, contact: Lonna Jones, Arts
~ducation Coordinator, U.S. Office
1f Education, 400 Maryland Aveme SW, Washington, D.C. 20202.
v10RE ON THE INTERIM
v1EETING
Naturally, the Reston meeting
ast month was not all work. We
oured the MENC National Headiuarters, saw many tourist attracions in and around Washington,
) . C., and were special guests for
l tour and reception at the John
i'. Kennedy Center for the Perorming Arts. Sandy Duncan was
remendous in her new role as

1

Peter Pan.
Other important concerns for
you as members of MENC and
NMMEA are the following considerations which were discussed and
scrutinized at the Heston meetings: (1) The Future Role of the
Division in MENC; (2) Future Convention Patterns; (3) The Proposed
MENC Dues Increase; and (4) Internal and External Communications.
As it now stands, there will be
no more division conventions for
MENC. The Southwest division
may conduct workshops or other
educational meetings in one of the
division states, but the division
conventions have been replaced by
a yec1rly national convention of
MENC.
The national meetings will be
held in one of the division areas,
and responsibility for planning and

1980 Mixed Choir Program
Alleluia-Johann Hermann Schein-Tetra Choral Series, ed. Kurt
Stone-Alexander Broude, Inc.
Gaude Maria Virgo - Tomas Luis de Victoria - Mark FosterMF 153
We Will Rejoice in Thy Salvation-G. F. Handel-ed. Don Malin
-Belwin Mills-Oct 2407
'·~Locus iste a Dea factus est-Bruckner-C. F. Peter-6314
Ubi caritas - Maurice Durufle - Durand (Theodore Presser) 312-41253

,:,vagabond- Ralph Vaughn Williams -

Boosey Hawkes -

5454-

TTBB

Of Crows and Clusters-Norman Della Joio-Edward B. MarksBelwin Mills-MC 4596
Shenandoah-arr. James Erb-Lawson Gould-51846
Ride On, King Jesus-arr. De Cormier-Lawson Gould-51402

1980 Girls' Choir Program
Rise Up My Love My Fair One-McCray-National Pub.-WHC44-SSA with piano and flute
A Farewell-Kirk Mechem-E. C. Schirmer-2825 Unison-with
piano
Shepherd's Pipe Carol - John Rutter - Oxford - W76-SSAAwith piano
You Say There Is No Love--Kirk Mechem-E. C. Schirmer-2828
-SSAA
Ave Maria-Francis Fpulenc-Ricordi-SSA-with piano
God's Promise-Samuel Adler-Oxford-94.404-SSA-with piano
Come All Musicians Come-Hassler-ed. Harris-Lawson Gould
-51937-Two choirs SSA-unaccompanied
Santus-Noel Goemanne-Mark Foster-SSAA-unaccompanied
'·~Fragments of the Mass - Diemer - Marks Music Corp. - selling
agent (Piedmont Music Co., Inc.) - SSAA- unaccompanied
(The Sanctus section will be used for All-State Audition
number)
,:,Audition Titles
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administering the convention will
be passed around each year. The
proposed schedule for MENC
meetings (1980-1990) will be published in the MENC Journal; however, plan to attend Miami Bead},
April 9-12, 1980; Minneapolis,
April 22-25, 1981; and San Antonio, March 10-13, 1982. Of course,
our SW Division will be responsible for the 1982 meeting.
Concerning the proposed dues
.increase, inflation has also impacted the operations of MENC, and
we must ask for an increase in
dues. Please support the increase,
and information, plus a detailed
budget analysis will be included
in the next few issues of the Music Educators Journal.
Finally, as your President I have
beeri asked to communicate comments, suggestions and recommendations for improving the effectiveness of internal and external
communications efforts of MENC.
Will yo"u please let me know what
changes you would like made, or
how we can strengthen relationships with the national officers,
MENC leaders, and members in
the field . Please start by writing
your District Presidents, the state
officers, and let me know how we
can assist you in building and even
stronger and more effective music
program in your school.
Donald M. Hardisty,
3020 E. Majestic Ridge,
Las Cruces, N. M. 88001
ADDRESSES FOR:
Senator Pete Domenici,
2317 Dirksen Senate Office
Bldg., Washington, D.C. 20510
Senator Harrison Schmitt
248 Russell Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington, D. C. 20510
Representative Harold Runnels
1535 Longworth Building
'
Washington, D. C. 20515
Representative Manuel Lujan
1323 Longworth Bldg.,
Washington, D. C. 20515

SEE YOU AT
ALL-STATE
Jan.. 9-121 1980
in

ALBUQUERQUE

HELTMAN( Continued from Page 5)

intellectual curiosity that will
assist them in finding answers
not provided in their preservice education.
3. Relate to individuals and sosiety. Music Educators must
develop empathy with students and colleagues of varying backgrounds, and maintain positive attitudes and
commitments toward children
of all cultural backgrounds.
The strengths and qualities
valued by cultural minorities
must be incorporated to
temper and strengthen traditional goals for the ultimate
benefit of a humane and effective society.
4. Relate of other disciplines

and arts. They must be able
to relate music to other content areas of the curriculum
and its application to the
physical and social sciences.
They must know the similarities and differences between
their own and other arts.
5. Identify and evaluate new
ideas. Music educators must
develop an attitude that enables them to seek and evaluand new ideas. They need to
welcome and utilize technological, experimental and exploratory developments in
musical compositions, teaching procedures and aids, and
sound generating devices.
6. Use their imagination. They
must learn to be creative, not
only with musical materials,

NMMEA MUSIC INDUSTRY COUNCIL MEMBERS
1979 - 80
ALFRED PUBLISHING CO.
Frank Kafton, Morrison St.,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

W. T. ARMSTONG COMPANY
P.O. Box 787
Elkhart, Indiana 46515

BELWIN MILLS PUBLISHING CORP.
Ethel Winkler, Melville, NY 11746
BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER, INC.
Bob Farley, 3707 Eubank N .E.
Albuquerque, NM 87111
CAMPUS SPECIALTIES
Bill Smith, 324 Louisiana , NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87108
DeMOULIN BROTHERS & CO.
1000 S. Fourth St.
Greenville, Ill. 62246
CARL FISCHER of Los Angeles
CA, 1101 So. Hope St. 90015
CONN-ARTLEY-SCHERI & ROTH
Sales Offices. Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
Harold Stone, 3817 Mid-Summer Lane,
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
G. LEBLANC CORPORATION
Ben Rhodes, Vice President, 30th Ave.
Kenosha, WI 53141
HENCO
Dick Echols, 6271 S. Ash Circle,
Littleton, Colorado 80121
HAL LEONARD PUBLISHING CO.
Beverly A. Braslett, 8112 W. Bluemond
Rd., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213
HARRISON-HURTZ ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 268, Wymore, Neb. 68466
HOLT, RINEHART & WINSTON, INC.
9259 King Arthur Drive, Dallas, TX 75247
L. J. Slankard , 1408 Marron Circle,
Albuquerque, NM 87112
KING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INC.
S. Robert Fraser
33999 Curtis Blvd.,
East1ake , Ohio 44094
KURLAND-SALZMAN MUSIC CO.
Michael Salzman, 16 Sunrise Center,
El Paso, TX 97704
LUCHETTI DRUM & GUITAR CENTER
Nick Luchetti, 2617 Rhode Island NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87110
LUDWIG INDUSTRIES
1728 North Darnen Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60647
Wayne Rodgers, 1015 S. Birch , Apt. 604A
Colorado Springs, CO 80222

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING CO.
8301 Ambassador Row, Dallas, TX 75247
Damon Beach, Box 3253,
Albuquerque, NM 87110
MAN-HOW, WEST
Paul Retrum, 2166 Indian Rock Road,
Carefree, AZ 85331
MANOR FRUIT CAKE CO.
Tom White, 4200 Hoerner,
Little Rock, Ark. 72219
MAY'S MUSIC CO.
Bernie May, P.O. Box 152,
Albuquerque, NM 87102
MUSIC EDUCATION GROUP
William R. Kurth, VP
1415 Waukegan Road
Northbrook, Ill. 60062
MUSIC MART, THE, INC.
Joe Keith, 210 Yale SE,
Albuquerque, NM 87106
MUSEDCO
Douglas Evans, 1940 21st Ave., Ct.,
Greeley, Colo. 80631
SELMER COMPANY
Paul Mock, Box 310
Elkhart, IN 46514
SHAWNEE PRESS, INC.
Jack Gittings, Western Manager, P.O.
Box 67, Lawndale, CA 90260
SILVER BURDETT CO.
William D. Ligon, Regional VP
8301 Ambassador Row
Dallas, TX 75247
SOL FRANK UNIFORMS
Jay D. Tomlinson, 702 South Santa Rosa
Street, San Antonio, TX 78207
SOUTHERN MUSIC COMPANY
Arthur Gutwitz, 1100 Broadway,
San Antonio, TX 78215
WORLD'S FINEST CHOLOLATES, INC.
Don Mann, 2521 W. 48th St .,
Chicago, IL 60632
Grady Curr, Box 3682,
Albuquerque, NM 87110
WORLD PHOTO, INC.
3101 N. Federal Hwy.
P.O. Box 11775
Fort Lauderdale, Fl 33339
WURLITZER COMPANY
LeRoy Esau, 403 E. Gurler Road,
DeKalb, IL 60115
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Edward Barbett, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, CA 80622
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but also in the way they ap
proach learning problems o
the students.

7. Express their philosophy o

music and education. Musi,
educators must establish
commitment to music as ai
art and as a component o
basic education. They shoulc
be able to communicate thi
commitment not only verb
ally and in written form tc
students, administrators an
community, but aiso throug
their professional attitude
and activities.
8. Demonstrate

a familiarit
with contemporary educe
tional thought and theory o
learning. They must knm
how people learn and be abl
to apply this knowledge i
teaching music. They must b
familiar with the latest medi
of instruction and variou
schemes of educational or
ganization.

9. Demonstrate by example, th

concept of a comprehensiv
musician dedicated to teach
ing. Musical expertise and in
spiration are essential leader
ship qualities that can inspir
students to their most dedi
cated efforts. The good musi
teacher discovers many oi:
portunities both formal an
informal for improving h1
performance as a musicia
and teacher, and this proce~
never ceases.
If I may be of service to you
program development in music
please do not hesitate to call c
write: Rollie V. Heltman, Musi
Specialist, State Department c
Education, Santa Fe, New Mexic
87503 - Telephone 827-5391.
HAVE A
GREAT SCHOOL YEAR!!!

Don't Be Late and
Miss All-State ! !
Apply lor Your
Prolessional Leave
NOW!

&pi,llh
DISTRICT 1
JIM YOUNG

A special thanks goes out to
phn Schutz for his fine work in
king over the presidency when
on Thorp had to resign the office
e to illness. A thank you is also
order to Phi Beta Mu for span.:
ring a commissioned band comsi tion by Ron Thielman of
.M.S.U. The work is to be perrmed by the 1980 All-State Symonic Band.
All-State auditions for District
ne will be in Las Cruces. Vocal
ditions are on November 14 at
.M.S.U.; Dr. Guy Webb, chairan. Instrumental auditions are
ovember 28, also at N.M.S.U.;
ass Ramsey, chairman. All-State
dition fees have been raised to
.50 this year.
It was decided during the spring
eeting in Hatch that the district
ould not sponsor a choir clinic
is fall. Las Cruces and Alamordo will have their own clinics
d extend invitations to towns in
eir area.
Festival sites were established
d revision and clarification of
stival rules and regulations were
resented. The high school's large
roup festival will be divided on
n experimental basis with the
ocal and instrumental festival on
ifferent dates. A tentative date
as established for the junior high
rge group festival, but discussion
ill c~ntinue at th<=: fall meeting
gardmg whether the junior high
ivision will also divide into vocal
d instrumental festivals.
Festival dates:
Junior High Solo and Ensemble:
February 23, Las Cruces; chairman and school to be decided
during the fall business meeting.
High School Solo and Ensemble:
March 1, Las Cruces High
School; Ed White, chairmdn.
High School Large Group Vocal
Festival: March 26, Alamogordo
High School; Don Thorp, chairman. Adjudicators: Greg Lyne,
E.N.M.U.; Jerry Neuenschwander, Lubbock, Texas; Wilmoth
Chambliss, Las Cruces (sight

reading).
Junior High Large Group Festival: April 19, Lynn Junior
High; John Schutz, chairman.
High School Large Group Instrumental Festival: April 12,
Alamogordo High School; Jirrf
Young, chairman. Adjudicatars:
Harold Van Winkle, U.N.M.;
Dale Kenney, Richland College,
Dallas, Texas; Sam Pemberton
Clovis; Jerry Hoover, N.M.s.u'.
(sight reading).
President John Schutz appointed
a committee to write a guide for
festival chairman so that festivals
in the district would be fun more
efficiently. Committee members
are Ed White, Jim Young, Don
Thorp, Bea Hunter, John Schutz,
and Dick Valenzula (chairman).
Sherry Taylor was re-elected as
Secretary-Treasurer, and the fall
business meeting will be on September 15, 10:00 a.m. in Ruidoso.
Respectfully submitted,
Jim Young,
President. District One

DISTRICT 3
NORTHWEST

CARL KLOOSTERMAN
We almost cancelled our High
School Honor Concert last year
because of snow and cold. Partici(Continued on Page 17)

The ~usic Learning Module . ..
stall only $185.00 per unit!
Now in choice of colors:
Two-Tone Blue or Black.

The Wurlitzer MLM™ puts
hands-on music instruction

... and is sti 11 a buy at its original price!

within an affordable range for
all students. With 44 notes, it is
so Iight it can be carried anywhere. It's used by preschoolers, general music students, college music majors,
even professional composers

Write us c/o Dept. NM-991 for
full particulars.
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WuRLffZER®
Educational Products
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
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Tvvirling Line
Drum Line

Clinics
Demonstrations

Color Guard
Drum Solos
Rifle Solos
Flag Solos
Tvvirling Solos
Rifle Ensemb
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Flag Ensem
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Tvvirling Ensembles
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Drum Majors Competition
Bill Bradley, Contest Cha irman • Mrs. Wayne Basden, Executive Director
915: 267-7463 Ext. 70 • P. 0. Box 1461 • Big Spring, Texas 79720

:

•
••
•
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ORE DISTRICT PRESIDENTS ...
LOOSTERMAN-( Continued)

nts found whatever transportan was running and made it to
rmington for the event. Though
e number of participants was
wn, the program was very excitg, especially the High School
onor Choir directed by Dr. Guy
ebb. The rest of the year was
arked by superior and improved
rformances by all the schools in
e district.
In preparing the events for the
ming year we spent much time
discussion trying to make a well
n organization with challenges
r the top students and encour·ement and help for those who
ed it. During this year an Eleen tary Section will be establish. There is much interest from
e Elementary teachers for this
oject. Our budget was discussed
d approved, especially since
ere was a good balance to carry
er from the previous year.
Officers in District tt 3 were askto serve another term of two
ars. Both Vice-presidents Jim
arnard, Band and Dan Hanson,
horal had only served one year
lling in for people who left. Mary
rooks does a great deal of work
secretary-treasurer and will for
other term. After several tie
llots I was elected president.

DISTRICT 4
NORTH CENTRAL

EDWARD A. MARTINEZ
First let me take this oppor-

tunity to welcome all Music Teachers back to school for the 1979-80
school year. May your year be rewarding and prove fruitful for
you.
We, of District Four had a wonderful 1978-79 school year. Many
exciting musical events and much
learning took place. One of the
many highlights that occurred was
the large group Band Festival held
at Mora hosted by Eloy Roybal, at
which time 16 bands competed for
rating. Many fine Musical performances were heard, truly a
compliment to the Bands and their
Directors. A Mexican dish was
provided by the Mora Band Boosters for a nominal fee of two dollars. I must say, it was superb.
Our Spring meeting was held at
John F. Kennedy Jr. High School
at Espanola on May 5, 1979. The
meeting was routine as we gathered to work out a schedule for this
year's Musical Activities. The
(Continued on Page 18)

This grand little piano
saves you money

We spent a great deal of time
·scussing several proposals conrning increasing competition in
e district. Our fall meeting will
Sept. 13 in Newcomb and it
omises to be exciting.
Five representatives from New
exico were at the Choral Arts
minar at the Snow Mountain
anch near Granby, Colorado
om Aug. 5-10. Mary Brooks, Kent
orthup, Jim Matthews, and I repsented District 3. The Seminar is
anned for next year and it is my
pe that more choral people from
ew Mexico will take advantage.
Respectfully submitted,

The Wurlitzer Classroom Con-~
sole Electronic Piano solves
many problems-without creating any! When your regular
classroom piano is too large to
move, too flat to play, too old to
work, the solution is a Wurlitzer
Classroom Console Electronic
Piano. It's Iight but rugged and
can easily be moved without the
fear of tipping. And, it never

Carl Kloosterman
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needs tuning. Its low price and
low maintenance costs provide
real value.

Write us c/o Dept. NM-992 for
full particulars.

WuRLllZER®
Educational Products
DeKalb, Illinois 60115

AND MORE DISTRICT PRESIDENTS ...
(MARTINEZ-( Continued)

schedule as follows:
All-District Clinic-Taos
Albert Ortega, Chairman
November 16, 17, 1979
Large Group Festival-Penasco
Eddie Rimbert, Chairman
March 1, 1980-Band Section
March 8, 1980-Chorus Section
Solo and Ensemble Festival
-McCurdy
Paul Hayes, Chairman
April 19, 1980
Guitar instruction is fast becoming a popular subject in our
schools. Robert Lucero was appointed to survey all schools for
their wishes concerning a guitar
adjudication for next year's Solo
and Ensemble Festival.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward A. Martinez,
President

school year are as follows:
February 23-Solo and Ensemble
Festival-Moriarity H.S.
March 22-Large Group Festival
-Reserve H.S.
April 18 and 19-Honor Band and
Chorus-Belen H.S.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish Robert Bouma well
upon his retirement. He is truly
a dedicated teacher. Mr. Bouma
served as our District President
the past two years. We will all
miss Bob as he is also a fine human being.
Respectfully submitted,
Mario Cordova

DISTRICT 7
ALBUQUERQUE

DISTRICT 6
CENTRAL

RON FUSS

MARIO CORDOVA
District # 6 would like to wish
everyone a good year, and extend
a hearty welcome to all the new
directors in the area as well as a
"welcome back" to the familiar
faces.
New officers in our Central District are: Mario Cordova, Reserve,
President; Luis Delgado, Belen,
Vice President; and Joe Greene,
Moriarity, Secretary-Treasurer.
Festival dates for the 1979-80

DISTRICT 7 OFFICERS
1979-80
President, Ron Fuss
299-8309, Band Director, Highland HS, 12601 Chico NE, Alb.
N.M. 87123
Band V.P., Warrend Alderman
298-6558, Band Director, Manzano HS, 4216 Louisiana NE
:Jr 1021, Alb., N.M. 87109
Choral V.P., Mark Scholz
294-5338, Choral Director, Cibola HS, 2429 Parsifal NE, Alb.,
N.M. 87112
String V.P., Kim Thompson
293-0686, Orchestra Director, Eldorado HS, 1817 Somervell NE,
Alb., N.M. 87112
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College V.P., Harold VanWinkle
294-7875, Band Director UNM
8512 Bellehaven NE, Alb ., N.M
87112
Elementary V.P., Darlene
Van Winkle
294-7875, Elementary Classroo
Music, 8512 Bellehavn NE, Alb.
N.M. 87112
Sec./Treas., Diane Bonnell
298-0283, Music Specialist, 890
Natalie NE, Alb., N.M . . 87111
DISTRICT 7 and APS
Calendar of Events
Oct. 14-AYO-Concert, Time an
Location to be announced
Oct. 21-AYS-Concert, 3:00 p.m.
Popejoy
Nov. 3-Choral H.S. Solo and En
semble
Nov. 17-0rchestra H.S. Solo an
Ensemble
Dec. 16-AJS/ AJO-Concert, Alb
HS. Time to be announced
Feb. 1-2-Swing Choir H.S. an
M.S. Festival
Feb. 10-AYS-Concert, 3 :00 p.m.
Popejoy
March 1-Band M.S. Solo and En
semble
March 2-A YO-Concert, Time
Location to be announced
March 8-Band H.S. Solo an·d En
semble
March 9 -AJS/AJO - Concert
Alb. H.S. Times to be announce
March 13-14 - Choral H.S.
M.S. Large Group
March 19-20-0rchestra H.S.
M.S. Large Group
April 12-AYS, AYO, AJ"O, AJS
Concert, 7:30 p.m., Popejoy Hal
April 19-Choral M.S. Solo an
Ensemble
April 26-0rchestra M.S. Solo an
Ensemble
May 3-Choral M.S.-All City
May 10-Guitar H.S. and M.S
Festival
May 7-8-9-Band H.S. and M.S
Large Group
I'm sitting here trying to thin
of a catchy title such as "Sex i
the third clarinet section and it
influence on the proper selectio
of a mouthpiece" or maybe some
thing profound and happy to sa
like "Every day is a joyous blos
soming of potential and happi
ness".
Now that I've got your attentio
(Continued on Next Page)

STUDENT
·M ENC

Hi! Welcome back to school. I
1ope this is a good year for everyme and a good year for SMENC.
Congratulations are in order for
mr president! He got married this
:ummer on August 11th, so I am
ming in for him. However, if anyme knows \Vhere he is, let htim
mow that MENC would like to get
n touch with him.
This is the year of the National
:onvention, to be held in Miami,
\pril 9-12. If you would like to go,
tet in touch with either Dr. Tietze,
>r myself. It would be great if we
:ould have a big group to repre:ent New Mexico at the conven:ion.
January 10-12, 1980 is MENC's
Hate Convention in Albuquerque.
Ne need to get together as a group
wo times. Maybe one time could
>e over dinner or lunch, or we
:ould have a guest speaker to disuss problems of the first year
eacher, or of teacher preparation.
f you have any input on these
deas or if you have any other
deas for the State Convention, let
)r. Tietze or me know. There is
1lso a possibility of having a playg or singing contest between our
nembers. Dr. Tietze and I would
ike any suggestions that you
n ight have.
Cam McCall

1979 Audition Dates, Centers and Chairmen:
Vocal Auditions

Nov. 12

Santa Fe

Nov. 13

Albuquerque

Nov. 14

Las Cruces

Nov. 15

Roswell

Nov. 16

Hobbs

Mary Linda Gutierrez
1569 Don Gaspar, 87501
Dale Kempter
P.O. Box 25704 , 87125
Guy Webb
Box 3F, NMSU, 88001
Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive, 88201
Ben Canfield
2413 Roundup , 88240

Instrumental Auditions

Nov. 26

Santa Fe

Nov. 27

Albuquerque

Nov. 28

Las Cruces

Nov. 29

Roswell

Clark Pontsler
2201 Ardor, 87501
Dale Kempter
P.O. Box 25704 , 87125
Ross Ramsey
344 Phillips, 88001
Art Dempsey
17 Forest Drive , 88201

The payoff is
increased comprehension

i"USS(Continued from Page 18)

would like to share some
houghts. I've come to realize that
t is not quite as important what
iappens on the great days as it is
vhat happens on the bad days.
:onstancy of effort produces.
,Vhat happens to you and your
:tudents in the day-to-day grind?
I hope your are involved in
vhat ever rejuvenates and stimuates the love and excitement that
tot you envolved in this marvelms occupation in the first place.
District 7 and its officers wish
rou a good year and hope we see
rou at some of the events listed
m the master calendar elsewhere
n the magazine.
May your year be as exciting as
rou wish to make it.
As always-Ron Fuss

The Wurlitzer Key/Note
Visualizer is possibly the most
significant teaching aid introduced in recent years. It is a
sight-sound approach to music.
As students hear the teacher play
the electronic piano, corresponding keys on the Visualizer light
up. Or, the instructor can show
notation by I ighting notes on the
grand staff. Students learning
keyboard skills, basic theory or

-1 9-

elementary general music understand musical concepts quicker,
easier, and more thoroughly with
the Key/Note Visualizer.

Please write us c/o Dept.
NM-993 for full details.

WuRLffZER"
Educational Products
DeKalb, Illinois 60115
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION

OFFICIAL HANDBOOK
Governing Procedures for Inter - Scholastic Music Activities
1979

INTRODUCTION
rhe Philosophies and Operating Prolu res set forth in this Handbook for
various Inter-Scholastic Musical
ti vities which are recommended by
IJMEA and approved by the New
ixico Activities Association are the
:ul ts of many years of study and
,rk by Music Educators of the Col;es and Public Schools of New
~xico.
3y establishing these Philosophies,
les and Regulations in a Handbook
Procedures removed from the Contution and By-Laws of the Associan, changes as condition demands, can
made at any regular meeting of the
IJMEA Board of Directors, and/ or
IJMEA Executive Committee as per
authority, or at any regular busi;s meeting of the Members of the
sociation without the process of a
nstitutional Amendment. Any change
procedures is subject to the Ap)Val of NMAA.
ARTICLE I
f-IE ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL
AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE
SECTION I. PURPOSE
[E PURPOSE OF THE ALL-STATE
UDENT MUSIC FESTIVAL AND
ACHER INSERVICE CONFERENCE

To provide the well prepared talented music student an opportunity
to participate in a fine musical organization under the direction of
a recognized specialist not available
in the students' local school program.
To provide the Music Students motivation for greater achievement in
their music education.
To provide the Music Teachers an
opportunity to observe the specialist demonstrate successful techniques in the field of Music Education Instruction.
To provide the Music Teacher an
opportunity to hear new music literature, review and examine music
learning materials new instruments , textbooks, etc.
To provide the Music Teacher the
opportunity to hear fine musical
groups which they might not otherwise hear during the school year,
which may inspire them to maintain
high standards of instruction in
their own educational system.
SECTION II. PROCEDURES
DATE:
ALL - STATE
STUDENT
MUSIC FESTIVAL AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE
1. The All-State Student Music Festival and lnservice Conference
shall begin as determined by the

NMMEA Board of Directors.
B. SITE SELECTION: ALL - STATE
STUDENT MUSIC FESTIVAL AND
INSERVICE CONFERENCE:
1. Invitations for the ALL-STATE
MUSIC FESTIVAL AND CONFERENCE SITE to be held one
year hence, shall be submitted in
writing to the NMMEA President
prior to the NMMEA Board of
Directors meeting,. which is held
the evening before the beginning
of the ALL-STATE STUDENT
MUSIC FESTIVAL AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE.
2. An invitation must indude: proposed date, description of facilities such as rehearsal space, concert space, commercial display
space, lodging and meals. Only
those invitations describing facilities deemed adequate by the
Board of Directors will be submitted to the association membership for balloting. The festival
site will be chosen by a vote of
the membership at the annual
general membership meeting if
more than one invitation is received.
3. The elected host school will provide all necessary facilities and
equipment for the proper operation of the Inservice Conference
and Music Festival without cost
to the Association.
C. INSERVICE CONFERENCE AND
MUSIC
FESTIVAL OPERATION
P.ESPONSIBILITY
J It shall be the responsibility of
the NMMEA Executive Committee to make the arrangements for
the activities of the NMMEA AllState Inservice Conference and
Student Music Festival.
2. The NMMEA All-State Music
Festival and Inservice Conference
is self-supporting. Revenue is obtained by the following methods:
a. NMMEA members Conference
fee
b. Student participating Festival
fee
c. MENC New Mexico Student
member Inservice Conference
fee
d. Sustaining members Festival
fee per display unit. All Commercial Firms displaying or
participating must be a Sustaining Member.
e. Public Concert Admission fee
3. The amount of each fee shall be
determined by the N M M E A
Board of Directors yearly.
4. The All-State Music shall be furnished by the particiapting stu-
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dent or school.
5. SELECTION OF CLINICIAN OR
GUEST CONDUCTOR:
a. Each of the NMMEA Band,
Chorus and Orchestra section
meetings during the All-State
Inservice Conference and Music Festival will nominate a
minimum of five names for
guest conductors for the following year. The membership
present will vote on the order
of preference of nominees.
b. The Vice-President of each
section shall contact in order
of preference, the clinician for
acceptance.
c. The NMMEA President with
the approval of the Executive
Committee, will make the final
contract arrangements with the
clinician.
6. SELECTION OF ALL - STATE
CONCERT MUSIC
a. The clinician or guest conductor will select a program of
music not to exceed twentyJive minutes of performance
time . The list of music will be

subject to the approval of the
NMMEA Executive Committee.
The clinician shall provide the
list of music by a specified
date.
D. ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN ALLSTATE AUDITIONS:
1. Any student regularly enrolled in
grades nine through twelve, in a
public, private or parochial school
for the full school year; may apply through the school music
instructor to audition to participate in an All-State Music Group.
The following rules and regulations must be met by all students desiring to audition and
participate in the All-State Music
Festival.
a. All students must be passing
in fifteen (15) hours of school
work per week and shall have
passed 3 units of academic
work the semester prior to the
All-State Music Festival auditions.
b. Only regularly enrolled members of organized school groups
may audition for and participate in an All-State group, unless no such organization exsists in their school. The student must be an active participant in good standing in his
school organization, which shall
be the same as the All-State
(Co nti nued on Page 23)

D

900, 900S, 909G Eterna Bb
Trumpets. All available in medium
large and large bore. Choose them
in brass, lacquered, silver-plated,
or gold-plated. 1st Valve trigger is
optional.

900H and 900HS Eterna 8 b
D Trumpets
with tilted bell, as
played by Bobby Herriot. Available in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.

990E b and 990Eb/S Eterna Eb
Trumpets with 1st valve trigger.
In brass, lacquered, or silverplated .

D
D

D

940 and 940S Eterna Piccolo
Bb/A Trumpets. In brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

D

590 and 590S Capri Bb Trumpets with 1st valve trigger. Avail able in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.

D

390 and 390S Our "300" Bb
Trumpets in brass, lacquered, or
silver-plated.

D

C,D,Eb TRUMPETS,CORNETS

D
D

D

910C and 910CS Eterna
Trumpets with 1st valve saddle.
In brass, lacquered, or silverplated. Medium large or large
bore.
590C and 590CS Capri C Trumpets with 1st valve saddle. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.
9150, 9150$, 9200, 9200$
Eterna Artist and Symphony
Artist D Trumpets with 1st valve
saddle. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

D

~
I
I
I
I
I
I
394 Our "300" B b Bass Trum- I
pet with 1st valve saddle. Brass, I
lacquered, or silver-plated.
I
FLUEGELHORNS

390Eb/O and 391 Eb/0. Our
"300" Eb /0 Combination Trumpets with 1st valve saddle. Available in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.

D

890Eb/S and 890Eb Eterna Eb
Cornets with 1st valve trigger.
Available in brass, lacquered, or
silver-plated.

D

BbCORNETS

895 and 8955 Eterna B b Fluegelhorns with 3 valves. Available
in brass, lacquered, or silverplated.
896 and 896S Eterna Bb Fluegel horns with 4 valves. In brass,
lacquered, or silver-plated.

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

TROMBONES

800 and SOOS Eterna Bb Cornets. Available in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated. Medium
large or large bore.

D
D

D

580 and 580S Capri B b Cornets
with 1st valve trigger . In brass,
lacquered, or silver-plated.

D

•

380 and 380S. Our "300" Bb
Cornets in brass, lacquered, or
silver-plated.

TONE CHOIR TRUMPETS

•

950R Eterna Bb Trombone with 1
red brass bell.
I

I

950 and 950S Eterna B b T rom - I
bones. Available in brass, lac- I
quered, or silver-plated.
550 and 550S Capri Bb Trom bones in brass, lacquered, or si Iver-plated.
350 and 350S. Our "300" B b
Trombones in brass, lacquered,
or silver-plated.

••
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

VALVE TROMBONES

D

393 and 393CH. Our "300"
three-valve Herald (Aida) Trumpets. Brass, lacquered, silver,
nickel. or chrome-plated.

D

383 F/Eb. Our "300" French
Horn Trumpets. Available in
brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

D

389 F/Eb. Our "300" Alto Trumpets in brass, lacquered, or silver-plated.

D

1

398 and 399 B b Valve TromI
bones in brass, lacquered, or silI
ver-plated. Available with or
I
without slide section.

I

BARITONE HORN

D

310 Baritone (Bb) with bell :
front. Available in brass, lac1
quered, or silver-plated.

1

-------------------,
All instruments have Amado Water Keys, excepting
the Herald Trumpet and Eterna Eb Cornet.

I t ~
11
~

GETZEN

NM-9

Elkhorn, Wisconsin 53121

Ok, I have checked the instruments for which I'd like
full details. Please send information to:
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS--------------'-----

------------------------J
CITY

STATE

ZIP _ _
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group he is seeking to participate in at All-State.
(1) 0 n l y regularly enrolled
members for the full school
year of organized bands and
orchestras may audition and
participate in an All-State
band or orchestra.
(2) 0 n 1 y regularly enrolled
members for the full school
year of organized school
choral groups may audition
for and participate in an
All-State choral group.
c. Each student must have the
approval of the director of the
local music group he wishes to
audition for and participate in
at All-State prior to auditioning.
d. A student may audition for an
All-State instrumental or vocal group, but not both. A student auditioning on more than
one instrument must make his
preference known on his audition judging sheet at the time
of his registration. If he should
qualify on both instruments he
will be assigned according to
his stated preference.
e . No student shall be allowed to
audition unless registration is
postmarked before the deadline date . Late registrations
will be returned by the Audition Center Chairman.
f . A transfer student newly enrolled in school and in a band,
orchestra or a chorus, meeting
all other eligibility requirements may be permitted to
audition for an All-State group
STUDENT RULES FOR PARTICIPATION IN ALL-STATE GROUPS :
1. Students selected to participate
in an All-State group will be expected to attend all scheduled
events, rehearsals and concerts.
2. Any exception or absence from
a scheduled event must be cleared
through the V.P. in Charge.
3. Individual Music Instructors at
the local school may not choose
a replacement for a previously
selected student who finds he
cannot attend. Alternates are not
generally used.
4. If a local music instructor learns
within one week after the final
day of All-State Auditions a student is unable to participate and
the information is transmitted to
the NMMEA Executive-Secretary
or the Vice President in charge,
the Audi ti oner will be asked to
name a replacement from the official audi tion list.
5. If disciplinary action of any kind
concerning a student(s) is deemed
necessary, it shall be the responsibility of the music instructor

responsible for the stud nt(s) to
take such action as n cessary ,
based upon the standar
set by
the student's local Schoc. l Board
of Education and / or administration. Students may be e xcluded
from participation in A ll-State
performances and may be sent
home as a result of the necessary
discipline action.
SECTION III. ALL-STATE
AUDITION PROCEDURES
A . THE AUDITION CENTERS :
1. The number of Audition Centers
shall be limited to five or less .
2. The Audition Centers , Chairman
and dates of the auditions shall
be designated by the NMMEA
Executive Committee .
B. DUTIES
OF THE AUDITION
CENTER CHAIRMAN :
1. The NMMEA President, with the
approval of the N IMEA Executive Committee shall appoint a
Chairman
for
each Audition
Center.
2. Procedures and Duties fur the
Audition Center chairman:
a. Secure approval from local authority for use of necessary facilities and staff, with the
understanding that all local
expenses are the responsibility
of the local Center.
b . Provide the following facilities
1. Six rooms with recently
tuned pianos for choral Auditions
2. Nine
rooms
with
mus ic
stands for instmmental Auditions
3. Each room should ha ve a
desk or a table and a chciir
for the auditioner.
c. Provide a monitor for each nudi tion room.
d. Provide an audition room
chairman who should try to
keep auditions on schedule.
e . The Audition Center Chairman
will prepare a schedule of auditions from the registrations
sent in. He will send a schedule
to each director and an audition judging sheet for each
registered student. A schedule
should be sent to the Audition
Team Chairman one week in
advance of the Auditions. Studenti:; auditioning on more than
one instrument shall be allowed time for such audition.
Seven minutes shall be allowed for each audition. FOUR-

TEEN MINUTES FOR MULTIPLE PERCUSSION AUDITIONS .
f. The Audition Center Chairman
shall collect an audition fee of
S2.50 per student from each
m u s i c instructor registering
students to audition. Turn the
amount collected over to the
Audition Team Chairman, who
will
in turn
transmit all
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money to the NMMEA Executive Secretary. Purchase
orders or fees must accompany
registration to audition.
C. THE AUDITION REGISTRATION
FORM:
I. Each music instructor sponsoring
students for auditions shall list
on separate audition registrntion
forms : one band. one chorus. and
one orchestra. th e name, instrument or voice classification of
each student ex pecting to audition.
2. The registration form is published
in fall issue of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN, the official NMMEA magazine and / or other appropriate means. Please duplicate
for your ~se.
3. Ec1ch school send s one copy of
the lists of participants to the
Audition Center, post mmk ed no
later than the dc1te specified for
the Chornl and Instrument81 Auditions as established each year
b y the
i\1 IEA Executive Committee. Student fee for auditioning will be set ec1ch yec1r by the
Executive Committee.
-L Students shall not be allowed to
m1dtion unless registered with
fees paid or purclrnse order on
file by the deadline date.
5. Rules and reg ulations change
frnm ye8r to year. Ench local
music instructor is responsible for
knowing and abiding by the
clwnges. 1f rules 8re not observed,
only the student suffers.
D THE AUDITION ADJUDICATION
FORM:
1. The judging score sheet is c1 tool
for the ucljudicator (Auclitioner)
to use to assist in the selection
of the most qunlified studen ts .
The music instructor should type
the hec1d111g of the form to identify the student by name , school,
town and grnde. The score sheet
is provided by the
Ml\TEA to
the Audition Center Chairman
who sends a copy for each student
auditioning with the Audition
Schedule.
2. The standard nudi tion adjudication form shc1ll be used by the
audition te~11n members.
3. The nudition c1djudica tion form
shall be prescribed and furnished
by the
:\1MEA Board of Directors and is for the use of the
auditioner only.
E. PROCEDURES FOR THE WOODWIND , BRASS AND PERCUSSION
AUDITION:
1. All Auditions shall be cond ucted
by the Audition Team members
assigned to the instrumental division of the All-State Auditions
as approved by the NMMEA
Board of Directors.
(Continued on Page 24)
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sel ected by the Auditioner.
c . Prep a red Solo-The list of required solos will be anno u nced
each year in the sp ring issue
of th e NEW MEXICO MUSI CI AN. Sonata or Conce rto :
Pl ay t h e speci fied m ovemen t.
Solo does no t need t o b e memorized and will be playe d wi thout accom p a n imen t . The A uditioner will select portions of
the specified movement of the
solo to be performed.
d . Students w ishing t o a udition

2. Auditions will include the following:
a. The required major scales and
t h e relative minors in all three
form s (n a tu ral , h armonic, and
melodic) w ill be annou nced
each year in the sp ri n g issue
of the N EW M E X ICO M USICIA N
and the chromatic
scale for the practical r ange
fo r each instrumen t will also
be required.
b. Sight Re ading materia l will be

The LATEST in our
Series of Prog ram
Books arra nged for
Young Bands
by
FRANK ERICKSON ,
JAMES PLOYHAR,
ERIC OSTERLING ,
DOUG HARTZELL
and JAMES BARNES
SUPER BAND is the newest in the on-going series of pro gram band collections correlated to the FIRST DIVISION BAND METHOD , Part One . As
always, student and audience appeal , musical quality and careful consideration of the abilities of young players have been uppermost in the selection of
the contents .
SUPER BAND is a collection that provides motivation and encouragement
for further development of players in their very early band experience .

CONTENTS
Frank Erickson
arr. Frank Erickson

MARCH PRIMO
BILLY (A Colonial Ballad)
TIME FOR SCHOOL
(Band Novelty)
OUR SCHOOL (March)
DORIAN OVERTURE
BOOGIE ON
WESTMINSTER CHIMES
(featuring Bells and /or Chimes)
EARLY BYRD
VARIATIONS
SPOOKS IN SPACE
QUIET SONG
A LOTIA LICORICE
(a low-register Clarinet feature)
LONESOME VALLEY (Spiritual)

James D. Ployhar
Doug Hartzell
Frank Erickson
Doug Hartzell
James D. Ployhar
Byrd I Barnes
Frank Erickson
James D. P/oyhar
James Barnes
Doug Hartzell
Eric Osterling

A rranged for Full Band Instrumentation
CONDUCTOR - $5.00 (with Pe rformance Record)

GJkhvitt

PARTS - $1. 50 ea.

~
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~

MELVILLE . NY. 11747

for piccolo and flu t e ; Oboe and
.I::ngl1sh horn ; Mult i-pe rcussio r
nnd ' or t y mpani and m elod ic
pe rcussion, must prepare all
solos required for t 1e instruments on which he wishes t c
audition. Stude nts a uclitionin e
on these instrume nts shall bE
allowed time for e ach midi tio n
A fee shall b e paid for eact
audi t ion.
3. Directors of m u s i c a l grou p!
should be sure stud e nts are prepared on the audition materi a
before they are permitted to aud it ion. Students should not b E
all owed t o audition unless the1
can play with facility and m u
sicianship the required materia
4. The recommend ed personnel fo
wind and percussion instrume n
tation for each of the performin
groups shall be de te rmined b
the following procedure:
a . T h e wind c1nd percussion pe r
sonnel for the All-State Sym
phony O rchestra shall be se
lected on the basis of the firs
third and fifth best players fo
the various positions to com
pl e te the orchestrn instrum e n
talion as de te rmine d by th
musi c score .
b. The w ind nncl pe rc u ssi o n pe r
sonnel for th e All-St nte Sym
phoni c B a nd sh all be se lcc te
on th e b nsis of the scco n
fo urth , nncl six th bes t p laye r
pl u s a s nrn n y ac.lcli t ion c1 l pla y
c r s ns the ins t rumen tat io n call
fo r u ntil a ll pos it io ns arc f1lle c
c. The pe rsonnel o f th e Ca nce r
B nnd in s tru rncn t nt1on wi ll b
fill ed from th e rc rn ninin g av ail
abl e qu nlifi cd wind a nd pe1
cussion players.
d . Wind and percussion instru
m ent personnel for the cancer
orchestra shall b e selected fro
the concert b and on the basi
of second , fourth , a nd sixth bes
players of each section .
F. ORCHEST RA
STR I G
I NST RU
ME T AUDITIO PROCEDURES
i. Audition shall take place ::it th
same time and place, l ive as th
Band I ns trume nt s.
2. Music to be played:
n. Scales: One Major nncl its rel
tive minor scale of the key
the stud e nt's solo and shall b
played in the fol lowing ma
ner ; Violin , Viola, and Cell
play three oc tzi vcs ; String Ba
p lay two octaves. The scale
be played as qun rter note
sing le bow , u p c1nd clown; t
qunl"lcr note equaling 120 M.
Counts 10 °0 of audition .
b . Solo select ed by the stucle
and instructor . There is to
no accornp rmiment . P e rforn
ance va lu e 30°0 of nudition.
c . Excer pts sel ected from the All
State Music as specified by th
Orchestra Vice-President a n
announced in the NEW MEX

ICO MUSICIAN. Value 30% of

the audition.
cl. A required Etucle for cc1ch instrument chosen by Orchestrn
Vice-President and announced
in NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
Value 30°.o of audition.
3. The Orchestra Auditioner will
plc1ce each student selected within a section of the organization
but not by chair placement.
Chair position will be determined
by a final audition within the
section prior to the first AllState rehearsal.
4. The recommended string instrumentation should be as follows
per each orchestra section. The
personnel of the Symphony Orchestra will be determined first,
then the Concert Orchestra.
1st Violin-16
Viola-12
2nd Violin-16
Cello-12
String Bass-8
PROCEDURES OF THE VOCAL
AUDITION
1. The choral audition shall include
the following:
a. The auditions shall be conducted by the Audition Team
Members assigned to the
choral division of the AllState Audition Team as approved by the NMMEA Board
of Directors.
b. The Auclitioner should conduct
the audition in the following
order:
(1) A prepared solo of worthwhile educational v a I u e
shall be selected by the
teacher and student to disp1ay range, quality of tone,
and technical ability. Long
solos, lengthy piano introductions, an cl "popular''
music should be avoided.
The MENC Texas or New
York prescribed Music List
are sugges ted guides. ALL
MUSIC MUS T BE MEMORIZED FOR AUDITION.

(2) Part-singing to determine
the student's ability to carry a part independently
shall be MEMORIZED and
sung in the fol lowing ma n ner: The student shall be
prepared to sing his respective part from the
All-State Choral Program.
The selections for the partsinging au cl i t ion will be
chosen by the Choral VicePresiclen t and will b e announced in the spring issue
of the NEW MEXICO MU-

(4) Tonal Memory 1
t.
c. The number of ch oir nembers
needed fo r each part. Soprano,
Alto , Tenor and Bas. in the
choir will be supplier to the
Audition Team Chai 1man by
the Choral Vice-President.
cl. Vocal students m ditioning

shall provide their ow"?. accompcmist. A taped accom animent

may be used in place of a live
accompaniment. The individual
c1uclitioning with a taped accompaniment shall be responsible for his own tape and
play back equipment .
I-1. TI-IE LATE AUDITIONS

1. In the event a deserving student

misses an audition for legitimate
cause such as sickness or death
in the family, he may apply
through his music instructor to
the Vice-President of the group
concerned for an audition. The
late audition may be heard only
by the original Team Member in
person or by tape, if the audition
Team Member permits.
2. All late auditions must be completed by one week following
final audition.
3. The Auclitioner shall transmit the
name of a student addition to the
( Continued o n P age 27 )

Sroo(ivitg
That's what you told us you want.
We talked with people involved in
the purchase of new uniforms administrators, directors, students and
parents - and asked them what they
wanted. Their
answer was not so
surprising. They
expect good fabric, dependable
construction and competitive price; they
want creativity.
You will get quality fabrics and superior
tailoring from us at prices comparable to those
of our peers. But you wi ll also get originality styling that
expresses the
individuality of
your bandand flexibility
- a treatment that will
stay stylish for the life
of the uniforms.
Call us or write to
us, and we will have a
sale.s representative
come ar,d talk with you
about what you want.

SICIAN.

(3) All Chornl students auditioning will be required to
sight-read a short melody
in their vocal range. Words
arc required. The Choral
Vice-President will submit
several melody lines to the
Audition Team for u se in
the sigh t-readi n g Au d ition .

OL
RANK
NIFORMS1 INC.
702 S. Santa Rosa• PO. Box 2139
.::,an Antonio, Texas 78206 • (512) 227-5243

-

i:

A
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One war. to sell you ours
is to show you theirs.
Their pitch is tuned somewhere between A442 and A445 - higher than
normal to compensate for a students
initially poor embouchure and breath
control. Ours is precision tuned to
A440 concert pitch at 72 ° F. Because
we believe a student shoul.d develop
up to pitch - instead of down to it with the proper embouchure and control over intonation and coloring.
Their four trill keys are mounted on
three posts. Ours are individually
mounted on four posts for more accuracy and support.

Their trill keys have
the usual staggered
construction, so key
pads have to slide over
angled tone holes. Ours
have an exclusive in-line
arrangement that lets each
pad make direct 90° contact
with the tone hole. And our tone
holes are located above the water
line, to virtually eliminate gurgle.

theirs

ours

Their keys are mostly cast metal.
You can twist one off with your
---fingers. Ours are all powerforged from the finest virgi.n
nickel-silver - a costly
process that applies tons of
pressure to form the
metal into a directional
''grain;' like wood,
that's infinitely
stronger. Truck
bumpers and crank
shafts are forged,
just like our keys.

Their keys
arepositio
where they'v
always been
out of easy reach
for a student's
left thumb and
little finger and right
little finger. Key
action is uneven, too.
Some press hard, some
easy. Our keys are positiorll!d where the student's
fingers are - a little
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human engineering for the sake of
morale. And our key action is crisp
and uniform.
Their bore isn't bored, it's molded. To
withdraw the mold from a section,
they have to make one end slightly
larger - creating a distorted sound
column. That's why their student
clarinets are permanently out of tw1e
at different points along the scale.
Our bore is bored. Expensively machined into a cylindrical column
that's acoustically perfect. A dozen of
our clarinets will sound alike at every
point on the scale. A dozen of theirs
won't.

We think our competition represents more of a threat to you than
to us. That's why we've given you
a good look at their most popular
student clarinet, along with some
good reasons to choose ours.
Sure, our clarinet costs a little
more than theirs. But when it's
time for that all-important performance, a few dollars is
nothing. A perfect glissando is
everything.
For a full-color spec sheet, call
(800) 558-9421, toll-free. Or
write to Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth
Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin
53140.

Viro©
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NMMEA Executive Secretary imtra Winds and Percussic. n playi. ALL CHAIR PLACEMENTS
mediatey.
WILL BE FINAL! THERE
ers ~ill audition on the r prepTAPE AUDITION PROCEDURES:
aration of the All-State Music.
SHALL BE NO CHALLENGES!
Schools located 150 miles or more
A player may be changed from
SECTION IV.
one way from the nearest Audi tio1~
one part to another in the secTHE
AUDITION TEAM
Center may submit a tape recorded
tion if preparation is not adeaudition using the following proA. THE AUDITION TEAM
quate; i.e. a first player may
cedures:
1. The Audition Team Chairsmanbe assigned a second or third
1. All tape recordings used in the
ship and Approval of Team mempart. Rehearsal will follow the
bership.
place of a live audition must be
audition period.
in the hands of the Audition
a. The
responsibility
for
the
3. Band Instrument Audition for
Team Chairman one week prior
chairmanship of the audition
Chair placement
to the first audition date for that
team shall pass annually from
a. All students will 8ssernble in
one university to another in
instrument or voice.
their assigned room at the
2. Registration and fees must be
the following order: Eastern
designated time, which is listed
submitted to the Audition Team
New.
Mexico University, New
in the All-State Program. Any
Chairman with the tape recordMex~co State University, New
student not present at the auMexico
Western
University,
ing.
dition will be pl8cecl 81. the encl
New Mexico Highlands Uni3. Tape recording procedures.
of 1.his section.
n. State student's name school
versity, and the University of
b. The 8uditioner will situate
cii.y and instrument ~r voice:
New Mexico.
himself in the
auditioning
b. Si.ring students follow string
b. The chairman of the audition
room in such a position that
audition procedures.
team shall be the Music Dehe is unable to see the stuc. Band students follow band inpartment Head, or someone
dents.
appointed by him, from the
strument procedures.
c. The monitor will distribute
cl. Choral students follow chornl
University responsible for the
numbered audition forms to the
auditions that year.
audition procedures.
students. The number on the
e . Record monaural-full or 1 2
2. The Chairman of the Audition
form will indicate the order in
track at 71 zips. If you must
Team shall nominate the memwhich the student will be aurecord 1 .i track do not use
bers of the team, one or more
ditioned.
stereo . Please indicat e on 1.apc,
as needed from each of the five
d. When all the forms have been
reel and box this vii.al inforNew Mexico universities, and
distributed, the monitor will
mation .
shall assign the work and duties
inform the Auditioner to begin
f. If more 1.lrnn one student auof each team member. The team
the auditions.
dition is on n 1.ape, nrnke sure
member must teach the instrue. During the auditions the Auonl y the same kind of instrume~ t o~ voice in his respective
ditioner can give i~structions
ment or voice audition is on
U111vers1ty or College he is asked
to the students, however, the
the t8pe . Include a master list
to audition.
student may not speak to the
of n8me , school and town.
a. The Chairman shall be reAuditioner. Any necessary reg. Recordings must be m-ranged
sponsible for having the memplies will be answered by the
so 1.lrnt the v8rious 8uclitioners
bers of the Audition Team at
monitor.
the Audition Center as schedmay listen to the t8pcs 8t their
f. After all the students have
uled by the NMMEA Board
sep8rn1.e school or home.
been auditioned, more than
of Directors.
FI AL AUDITION PROCEDURES
once if necessary, the Audi3. The Chairman of the Audition
FOR ALL-STATE GROUPS
tioner will announce the chair
Team shall submit the names of
1 Cl10rnl Groups - All vocal stuplacement by number.
the persons nominated to serve
dents selected to participate in
g. The students will then indicate
on the team for that year to
either of the L\.ll-State ·choruses
their chair placement on the
NMMEA President prior to the
will be tested on their prepmaform, sign their names, and refall meeting of the NMMEA
1.ion of the All-State Music in
turn the form to the monitor.
Board of Directors.The Board of
8 final audition held just prior
h. When the monitor has collectDirectors shall approve the names
to the first All-State rehemsal.
ed all the forms, he will reof persons to serve before the
All Music must be Memorized.
turn them to the Vice-Presiinvitation to serve is issued by
Any student failing 1.o pass this
dent of the instrumental group
the Team Chairman.
audition or test on any of the
All-State material will not be
(Continued on Page 28)
allowed to participate. Unprepared students will be the responsibility of their director. Those
passing the audition will be given
a seating assignment for the
choral group they have been
I
chosen to participate in.
I
2. Orchestral Players
a. Orchestra string players auditions. Students selected for
either the concert orchestra or
symphony orchestra will audition for chair placement
based on preparation the student has made on the AllPhone (505) 392-7511 • 200 W. Bender • Norte Vista Plaza
State Music. Emphasis will be
I
placed on tone, technique , and
Hobbs, New Mexico 88240
general musicianship displayed .
•t
b. Symphony and Concert Orchest

•••••••••••••••
--2 -

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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4. Duties of the Audition Team
ecutive Committee each year.
a . The Audition Team shall seSECTION V.
lect from the total number
ALL-STATE H O NOR GROUffi
auditioned the most qualified
A. PURPOSE : To Present Concerts at
students as participants in the
All-State Music Festival
All-State Bands, Choruses, and
1. To recognize outstanding student
Orchestras, according to the
achievement in a musical perinstrumentation and balance as
forming group .
prescribed by the Vice-Pres i2. To provide outstanding performdents Band, Chorus and / or
ing groups an opportunity to perOrchest ra .
fo rm at All-State for their peers.
3. To provide students motivation
b. Auditioners are not to discuss
for greater achievement in music
with the student his attending
perfo rmance.
the Auditioners' College or
4. To provide teachers and students
University at any time during
an opportunity to hear fine stu the Audition.
dent musical groups which they
5. The Audition Fees and Expenses
may not hear during the school
a. An Audition fee, to be deyear in their school situation.
termined by the NMMEA Ex5. To inspire teachers and students
ecutive Committee, shall be
to maintain high standards of inpaid by each student to the
struction and performance.
Audition Center Chairman
B. SE LECTION PROCEDURES
through hi s music instructor .
1. Auditioning gr ou ps m ust submit
Th e fee shall acompany the
"performance" tapes to t h e Seregistration list. A fee shall
lection Committee, of concert
be paid for each audition .
numbers fr om the previous yea r
b. All audition fees collected by
only. One year previous to the
the Audition Center Chairman
date of the Selection Committee
shall be given to the Audition
meeting will be the time limit for
Team Chairman, who will in
performance of numbers used for
turn deliver the funds to the
audition.
NMMEA Executive-Secretary.
2. Three scores of each number
c. The NMMEA Executive-Secremust also be provided for the
tary shall pay an amount toSelection Committee with the
ward the expenses of the AuSchool Name marked out. The
dition Team members as detapes will be numbered by area
termined by the NMMEA Ex-

Vice-President so (ideally) no o
will know who is performing
the time of the audition. A r
engineering, editing, or tampe
ing in any way with the auditic
tapes after the actual perforr
ance is expressly prohibited.
3. Either monaural or stereo a
acceptable, except that tap
must have no more than t v
tracks, on four-track recordi n
use tracks one and three; and '
sure that tracks two and fo
are blank. Recording must be
one direction only. Extra Ieng
or 1/2 mil. tape which may stretc
is not recommended because
the possible distortion with tl
best playback at the time
audition.
4. Auditioning groups must als
provide a letter from the loc,
Superintendent or Sch ool Boar•
. that if selected, they have pe1
mission and will be able to pe1
form at the All-State Music Fei
tival and Conference. Junior Hig
Sch ool groups may be exempte
where local restrictions b y loc
School Policy prevent Junior Hig
groups from traveling out of tow
C. QUALIFICATION: The Directc
submitting Audition Tapes must b
a NMMEA Member in good stand
ing at the time of audition, select io
(Continued on Page 29)

RIEDLING

~

MUSIC COMPANY

Serving MUSIC EDUCATION in NEW MEXICO through QUALITY and SERVICE
Complete , dependable, and prompt service in ourff Sheet Music Department
Instrumental Music Department
l:jand
Orchestra
Piano and Organ Department
"k Service and Repair Department
"k All Accessories
"k Clinics and Workshops Available

*
*

Offering Recognized NAME BRANDS
Selmer
Steinway Pianos
Armstrong
Wurl itzer Pianos and Organ
Roth
Sohmer
William Lewis
Ludwig
Slingerland
Rogers

Fender Rhodes

RIEDLING MUSIC CO.
New EXPANDED Store
5314 MENAUL N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

Phone 265-5606
-28-

EWS FROM NEW MEXICO UNIVERSr IES
NMSU NEWS
Warner Hutchison has been
med head of New Mexico State
niversity's Department of Music.
Hutchison, formerly associate
ofessor of music and composer-residence at NMSU, replaces
uy B. Webb , who has returned
teaching in the department.
A native of Denver, Colo., Hut~
ison has been at NMSU since
67, teaching composition, French
rn, theory and electronic music.

WARNER HUTCHISON

e is also director of the NMSU
ectronic Music Laboratory.
He is a graduate of Southwestn Baptist Theological Seminary
here he received a degree in
cred music in 1954. He received
master's degree in music from

NDBOOK(Continued from Page 28)
and performance.
1. If the director of the selected
Honor Group changes, that group
is then ineligible. Also, when a
school classification changes, it
must enter the Honor Group
competition in the new classification.
DATE OF SUBMITTING TAPES:
1. Audition tapes , statements, and
scores must be submitted by June
15 (Postmark) to the area VicePreside nt or his designate, and
final selection must be made
prior to the August N M M E A
Board of Directors Meeting.
FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE:
1. Performing Groups cannot be
chosen in consecutive selection

North Texas State Unive sity in
1956 and his doctorate fn m the
same school in 1971.
Hutchison also did special doctoral studies at Indiana University
in 1958 and Eastman Sch ool of
Music, Rochester, N.Y., from 19571959.

Oscar Butler spent the semester
studying early English music, including private study on t he recorder at the Early Music Academy
with Vince Tumosa, resea rch at
the British Museum Library exammmg manuscripts of secular
music in the time of Henry VIII.
He also attended some 25 performances of early music and examined the many fine collections
of early instruments including a
visit to the Dolmetsch home and
museum in Haselmere.
Mr. Lawrence Henry, a doctoral
candidate at the University of
Kansas, has recently been appointed Director of Concert Bands
and Instructor of Percussion at
New Mexico State University:
Prior to his arrival in Las Cruces,
Mr. Henry served as Assistant Director of the Concert Bands at th e
University of Kansas. Prior to this
position, Mr. Henry served on the
faculty of Northern Michigan University as Director of Jazz Studies
and Assistant Director of the
"Wildcat" Marching Band, Director of Bands at Friends University,
and taught in the Kansas City,
Kansas public schools.

years , i.e. a group performing t his
year is ineligible to be selected
the n ext year. Once eve ry fou r
years is the most frequent an y
group could be chosen.
2. CONCERT DATES AND TIMES :
Concert dates and times will be
set by the Executive Committee
according to the schedule of AllState Events. Performances mus t
be kept to a maximum of fort y
(40) minutes in length.
D. CLASSIFICATION:
Classification s
are based on a school's average
daily m embership as of October 1
of each year.
1. Class : AAAA High Sch ool (120 1
or more students); AAA High
School (401 through 1200 stu dents); AA High Sc ool (1 5 1
through 400 st ude1 s); A Hig
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Mr. Henry is a well-known percussion clinician and performer
throughout the mid-west. He appears several times a year as guest
conductor at high school concerts
and summer music camps, and is
active in the Percussive Arts Society, College Band Directors National Association, National Association of Jazz Educators and the
Kansas Music Educators Association.
Dr. Don Hardisty was promoted
to the rank of Professor in t h e
music department last spring. In
addition to serving as President of
NMMEA , he was recognized with
a picture and biography in the
May, 1979 issue of the School
Musician. He was identified as one
of the ten most outstanding teachers/ directors of music in Canada
and the U.S. for 1978-79, in the
column: "They Are Making America Musical .''
During June and July , Dr.
Chuck West performed for the
orchestra and chamber music
series of the Des Moines Metro
Summer Festival of Opera. The
opera company draws performers
from such full -time companies as
the New York City Opera, Texas
Opera Theater, Philadelphia and
Detroit Symphonies, and New England Conservatory. He presented
clinics at Texas Bandmasters Association convention in San Antonio, and he attended the International Clarinet Congress-where
he became one of two nominees
(Continued on Page 31)

School (up through 150 students).
Mid-High School will be one
class below the HS Class.
CCC Junior High (500 or more
students) ; CC Junior High (up
through 499 grades 7, 8, 9); C Junior High (500 or more-grades 7,
8, 9, or 6, 7, 8) ; DD Junior High
(250 through 499 - grades 7, 8, or
6, 7, 8) ; E Elementary ; ,:,,~ Unclassified ; College.
,:, UNCLASSIFIED GROUPS-Unclassified groups (non-school groups) must
have special permission from the
NMMEA Executive Committee to audition perform as an Honor Group.
PERFORMING COST : EACH GROUP
SELECTED TO PERF ORM AT ALLST ATE WILL BE RE SP O NSIBLE
FOR ALL EXPEN S ES I NVO LVED
IN TH E PERF ORMANCE .

The sax revolution.
Presenting the first feel-alike Alto and Soprano
saxophones ever.
The Yamaha YAS-62 P Alto and YSS-62 B 6
Soprano saxophones. Six years in the designing and
prototype stages yielded some radical results.
We started by completely re-working our Alto
model. Concentrating on the tone, response and
intonation, we improved the position and design
of the tone holes, as well as redesigning the neck,
bore and bore taper.
Next, we focused on feel. Larger key pearls
were specifiedfor a more secure touch. There's
a low tone duster on low Ctt , Band B 6 for
easier response on low notes. And key
positions, mechanisms and weight balances
have been redesigned and restructured for
maximum playing comfart.
Finally, we took all the technological
and concept advances made on our Alto
model and applied them to our
Soprano. The same positioning of the keys, a
saxophone-first,
makes for easier
doubling and interchanging. And the overall
sound and feel of these
instruments make them the
kind of ultimate saxophones
you'd expect from us.
We've responded to
the professional saxophonist's requests. You
must see, try and hear to
believe it. At your
Yamaha dealer now.

evAMAHA
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1979-1980 NEW MEXIC
ALL-STATE WIND AND PERCUSSION A DITION TITLES

INSTRUMENT :
PICCOLO
FLUTE
OBOE
ENGLISH HORN
BASSOON
E-FLAT CLARINET
(Sopranino)
B-FLAT CLARINET
(Soprano)
ALTO CLARINET AND
CONTRA-ALTO CLARINET
ASS CLARINET
ONTRA-BASS CLARINET
(B-Flat)
LTO SAXOPHONE
ENOR&BASSSAXOPHONE
ARITONE SAXOPHONE
ORNET and TRUMPET
ORN
ENOR TROMBONE

ASS TROMBONE
ARITONE

TITLE:
The Pied Piper
Suite de Ballet
Concerto in G Minor
Concerto in G Minor
Rondo (from Op. 75)
Scene and Air from Luisa
di Montfort, Op. 82
Scene and · Air from Luisa
di Montfort, Op. 82
Evening

I
I&IV
I& II
Hid!

Al
Al
Al
Al i

Pastoral and Bourree
Undercurrent
(published for Bass Clarinet)
Slavonic Fantasy
Concerto in G Minor
Recitative and Rondino
Concert Etude, Op. 49
Concert No. 3 in E-Flat, K. 447
Andante et Allegro
Suite for Tuba
My Regards

All
Take cut
from 6 to 13
All
I&II
All
All
I
All

I
All

Concert ante
NARE DRUM
YMPANI
ELODIC PERCUSSION

MVM '..

2040's Sortie
Statement for Tympani
Third Handel Sonata

Measures
1-59
All
All
I&II

COMPOSER/EDITOR:
Gordon Jacob
R. Vaughn Williams
G.F. Handel/Voxman
G.F. Handel
C.M. von Weber/ Voxman
Michael Bergson

Michael Bergson/
Himie Voxman
Carl Frangkiser
Edward German / Voxman
Newell H. Long
H.A. Heumann/ Voxman
G.F. Handel/Voxman
Paul Koepke
Alexander Goedicke
W.A. Mozart/ Pottag
J. Ed. Barat
Don Haddad
E. Llewellyn/ Voxman
H. L. Walters
Alan Abel
Gerald Whaley
Transcribed by
Musser, Campbell
and Feldstein

PUBLISHER:
Oxford
Oxford
Rubank
Rubank
Rubank
CundyBettoney(CF)
Rubank

Belwin
Rubank
Rubank
Rubank
Rubank
Rubank
MCA
Carl Fischer
South. Mus. Co.
(San Antonio)
Shawnee
Rubank, T.C.
B.C.
Rubank
Ludwi&
Kendor
Belwin Mills

equired Scales: D-flat and E major, all 3 forms of their relative minors, plus chromatic scale within practical range of
instrument.
nare Drum: First Thirteen Standard Rudiments (auditioner may select tw o)
udition dates for instrumental music students are November 26 through November 29. Audition sites begin at Santa Fe,
ontinue through Albuquerque and Las Cruces, and end in Roswell. Entry forms are to be in the hands of the audition
enter chairperson no later than November 5 for instrumental students.
MSU(Cont.inued from Page 29)

r Vice President of the Internanal Clarinet Society. The elecn will be during the Spring of
80 .
This past summer Sam Trimble
rticipated in the International
rumpet Guilds Conference at
hoenix, AZ. and did doctoral
ark in "Higher Education Adinistration."
NMSU Music Department will
st a joint conference of the
merican Society of University
omposers, Western Regions, tother with the New Mexico Music
eachers Association 54th State
onvention, Nov. 9-12, 1979.
April 22-26, NMSU will present
Week With Edwin London,"
merican composer from Clevend State University. His works
ill be performed during this
eek.

Fall 1979 String Audition Etudes
Violins:
Viola:

Fiorillo, Thirty Six Studies or Caprices, No. 11
Kreutzer, Forty-Two Studies, No. 10 (beginning to
first note of Measure 19)
Cello:
Merk, Twenty Studies, op. 11, No. 11 ("Scherzo" first
page only)
String Bass: Simandl, Thirty Etudes, No. 8

STRING 1979-80 ALL-STATE AUDITION NUMBERS
Handel:

Concerto for Orchestra in D Maj or
Violins: 160-183
Violas: 129-160
Cello: 164-183
Basses: 164-183

Franck:

Symphony in d min r, First Movement-(Lento - Allegro
non troppo)
Violins: Letter (0) to 12 bars after letter (P)
Violas:
etter ( ) for 15 bars
Cellos: '3rd bar after letter (I) for 11 measures
Basses Letter U) to 9 bars after letter (V)

M.ORE UNIVERSl'TY NEWS ...
ENMU NEWS

ROBERT KEHRBERG
Mr. Robert Kehrberg was recently hired by Eastern New Mexico University to head up the low
brass studio and direct the jazz

program. He received his Bachelor
of Music degree in 1966 and Master of Arts degree in 1973 from
the University of Iowa. Mr. Kehr:
berg taught public school music in
Nebraska before attending the
University of Northern Colorado
to work on a Doctor of Arts degree in low brass pedagogy and
performance with Buddy Baker.
Mr. Kehrberg is very active as a
recitalist on trombone, bass trombone and euphonium. He also
brings chamber music performance on tuba to ENMU.
Before coming to Eastern, Mr.
Kehrberg was the instrumental
director at Cloud County Community College in Concordia, Kansas. He directed the concert band,
ran the jazz program and taught
theory at Cloud County. In addition he put on numerous clinics in
low brass, jazz and concert band
in the North Central Kansas area.
Besides teaching low brass, Mr.
Kehrberg will direct the jazz ensemble, initiate jazz improvisation
courses and set up a combo program at ENMU. He will direct the
brass choir and teach music ap preciation.
Mr. Kehrberg also maintains a
strong interest in theory and composition. He has two trombone
and piano solos published with
Hal Leonard in the Learning Unlimited Series.
Mr. Kehrberg will be available
for recitals and clinics. Please feel
free to contact him at the School
of Music for more information.

. __ ''d)iiiii~--1
House of
Music
118 Main, Clovis

763-5041
Sands Center, Portales

356-4242
"SERVING THE AREA
SINCE 1953"
BAND INSTRUMENTS
PIANOS, ORGANS
SHEET MUSIC

Personal Attention
To All Orders
REPAIRS

-. ~........................................... ~··············
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UNM NEWS
Mr. Robert Grayson has been
appointed Assistant Professor of
Voice in the Department of Music.
Mr. Grayson comes from Fullerton, California and holds the
Bachelor of Music degree from
California State College at Longbeach and the Master of Arts degree in music performance from
the California State University at
Fullerton. Mr. Grayson, a tenor,
has had extensive experience as
an opera singer, having performed
leading roles with the San Diego
Opera and the Santa Fe Opera
Association of New Mexico.
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The new Director of Orchestras
at the University of New Mexicc
is Harold L. Weller. Mr. Weller
holds degrees from Miami, Ohio
University and Ohio State University in Columbus. Weller joins
the University after several years
in Norfolk, Virginia, where he wa . .
Director of Orchestras at Old
Dominion University.
An addition to the Music Education faculty is Thomas A. Dodson.
Dr. Dodson received the Bachelor
of Music degree, the Master o
Music degree, the Doctor of Musi
cal Arts degree , all from the Uni
versity of Southern California. I
addition to his teaching at th
University of Southern California
Dr. Dodson has had 16 year
teaching experience in the publi
schools of California.
The Department of Music at th
University of New Mexico ha
added. a new chairperson. Dr
Peter L. Ciurczak replaces Willia
Rhoads who retired in May, 1979
Ciurczak gained his Bachelor o
Music Education degree from th
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, hi
Master of Arts degree from Colu
mbia University and his Ph.D. de
gree in Musicology from N ort
Texas State University. Dr. Ciurc
zak comes to Albuquerque fro
Emporia State University, Em
poria, Kansas, where he served a
chairman of the Music Departmen
for seven years. In addition to hi
years at Emporia State, Ciurcza
has also taught at the Universit
of Oklahoma. He has been a mem
ber of the Boston Pops Orchestr
the BaWmore Symphony Orches
tra and the U.S. Military Aca
demy.
Lucas Foss, noted composer
conductor, will be in residence o
the UNM campus, March 4-7
1980. In addition to working wit
students and ensembles at th
University, Foss and several othe
guest composers frorr. the south
western part of the U.S. will hol
seminars, classes, and panel dis
cussions. For calenda of event
write Dr. Karl Hinterbichle
Chairman, Contemporary Musi
Festival, University o New Me
ico, Music Departmen:, Albuquer
que , New Mexico 87131.

NMHU NEWS

TWO NEW FACULTY
MEMBERS
Mr. Robert J. Cesario from Keisha, Wisconsin holds a BF A de~ree from University of Wisconsin
-Milwaukee, a MA in Instrumenal Music Education from North!ast Missouri State University Cirksville, Missouri, and the MM
n Clarinet Performance from
Jniversity of Wisconsin-Milwau:ee.
Mr. Cesario taught at Mayville
,tate College last year where his
luties included band, jazz enemble, harmony, orchestration,
nstrumental materials, clarinet
.nd double reeds. He also played
,rincipal clarinet in the Fargo
foorhead Symphony Orchestra.
During the summer of 1973 he

performed in the Montrea ux Jazz
Festival in Switzerland.
Mr. Cesario's duties at Highlands will include: Band, jazz ensemble, woodwind techniques, music history, and applied woodwinds.
Ms. Josephine A. Cicero, BA and
MA from Montclair State College
in New Jersey, has completed approximately half of the required
hours towards a doctorate.
She has done extensive performing as a soprano soloist, including
performances with the Greater
Miami Symphony, and has had
experience as a supervisor of music in the New Jersey area.
Ms. Cicero's duties at Highlands
will include: Choir, voice class,
Celebration, mu s i c education
courses, and applied voice.

The New Mexico Music Teachers Association has commissioned
Dr. Loren E. Wise, Chairman of
the Department of Fine Arts, to
write a work. This composition
will be premiered on Saturday,
November 10, 1979 at Las Cruces
during their regular meeting. The
work was written for piano and
is titled, "Toccata for Piano." The
concert is in conjunction with the
American Society of University
Composers. Professor Peter Klaisle, also from Highlands, will perform the work.
Professor Robert Bluestone is
currently in Spain for a six week
selected Master Class with Andres
Segovia as guest classical guitarist .

PATRONIZE

1980 ALL-STATE CONCERT BAND PROGRAM

OUR

Conductor: Mr. Dan Gibbs, Monahans High School, Monahans, Texas

ADVERTISERS

SELECTION
COMPOSER! ARRANGER
PUBLISHER
Sabre And Spurs March ________ John Philip Sousa/Fennell ________ Sam Fox
My Jesus, Oh! What Anguish ______ J. S. Bach/ Alfred Reed ______ Barnhouse
Shepherd's Hey __________ Percy Grainger/H. R. Kent __________ Carl Fischer
Satiric Dances ---------------- Norman Della Joio ---------------- Associated
Eternal Father, Strong to Save _____ arr. Claude T. Smith _____ Wingert-Jones

1980 ALL-STATE SYMPHONIC BAND PROGRAM
Conductor: Dr. Richard E. Strange, Arizona State University, Tempe
SELECTION
COMPOSER! ARRANGER
PUBLISHER
Phi Beta Mu Commission ______ Dr. Ronald M. Thielman ______ (Manuscrapt)+
Mannin Veen ______ -- -· -- ---- --- Haydn Wood ---------------- Boosey & Hawkes
Pageant, Op. 59 -------------- Vincent Persichetti ______________ Carl Fischer
'-'Band parts to the Phi Beta Mu Commission will be mailed to members of the
1980 All-State Symphonic Band after audition results are published in early
December. Audition dates for instrumental music students are November 26
through 29. Audition sites for instrumental students begin at Santa Fe, continue
through Albuquerque and Las Cruces, and end in Roswell. Entry forms are to
be in the hands of the audition center chairperson no later than November 5
for instrumental students.

SELECTIONS FOR 1980 ALL-STATE ORCHESTRAS
Symphony Orchestra ----------------------- Jacob Avshalomov ,
Portland Youth Symphony, Portland, Oregon, Conductor
Corsair Overture __ _ _ ___ _____ ___ __ _ ___ ___ __ _ _ __ __
Berlioz
Lento-Allegro non troppo, Symphony in d minor _____ Franck
Concert Orchestra ---------------------- Capt. Lowell Graham,
United States Air Force Orchestras, Washington, D.C.,
Conductor
Concerto for Orchestra in D major __________________ Handel
transcribed by E. Ormandy
Eight Russian Folk Songs, op. 58 ___________________ Liadov
Slavonic Dance no. 1, op. 46 ----------------------- Dvorak
edited and revised by G. Szell
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SOUTHERN
MUSIC
COMPANY
proudly announces the publication of two important new
works for band, by two outst and l n g American composers .
Commissioned by the AllJapan Band Association on
the occasion of their fortieth
anniversary, both are now
available and are receiving
wide popular acclaim.
CANTO (ME) ............ $25.00
by
W. F. McBeth
JUBILATE (M) ............ $25.00
by
Robert Jager
Available from your local
music dealer or from:
SOUTHERN MUSIC
COMPANY
P.O . BOX 329
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78292

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
ALL-STATE INSTRUMENTAL AND CHORAL AUDITION REGISTRAION SHEET

Please dupl icate th is page and send with names and fees to the Audition Center Chairman nearest your school. Type o r prir
in duplicate the names of all stude nts who are to audition . Please send separate forms for band , orchestra and chorus. Send o rig
na l copy (copies) to the Aud ition Center Chairman by the specified date. Retain the second copy for your record . An audition Fe
of $2 .50 per aud it ion shall be remitted. A student auditioning on two instruments will pay two audition fees . Students shall nc
be scheduled to audition unless registered with fees paid or purchase order attached. If the school is more than 150 miles on
way from the nearest Center and the school chooses to send taped auditions , these should be sent to DR. WILLIAM B. TIETZ I
MUSIC DEPARTMENT, WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY, SILVER CITY 88061 One week in advance of auditions. Auditio n fE
of $2 .50 per auditio n m ust accompany tapes.
SCHOOL: .............. . ............... .. . ... ..........

..

DIRECTOR: ... . . ...... . ..... . .... . .......... . . . . . . . . .
AUDITION CENTER ................... . . . . . . . . . . . .

...

. .

ADDRESS: ....... . . . .. .......... ..... ... .. . .. . ..... .. .
TOWN :. .

.......

TOTAL STUDENTS AUDITIONING .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

...

. . .

.

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

. . . . . . .. . .................. . .

. . . . . . . .

TOTAL FEES REMITTED : .

..

. .

. . ..... . .. ... .... .. .

. ... . . .

. . . . .

. . ..... . . . . . . .

Please list all vocal stu dent s by vo ice: 1st, 2 nd Sop.; 1st , 2nd Alto ; 1st, 2nd Ten or; 1st, 2 nd Bass
PLEASE PREPARE SEPARATE REGISTRATION SHEETS FOR BAND, CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA

STUDENT'S NAME

INSTRUMENT

STUDENT'S NAME

INSTRUMENT

I

'

THIS REGISTRATION MUST BE IN THE HANDS OF THE AUDITION CENTER CHAIRMAN NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 22, 1979 FC
VOCAL, OR NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 5, 1979 FOR INSTRUMENTAL.
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MUSIC EDUCATION ACTIVITIES CALENDAR 1979-80
DATE

LOCATION

NAME & ADDRESS OF PERSON IN CHARGE

EVENT

Charles Rives, 1202 West Yale, Roswell 88201
Danny Flores, Ruidoso High School
Box 3617, Ruidoso 88345
Craig Zink, Clayton High School Band Room
117 Main, Clayton 88415
Don Thorpe, Alamogordo High School
2613 19th St., Alamogordo 88310

September 8
September 15

Lovington
Ruidoso

SENMMEA - Business Meeting
SWNMMEA - District Meeting

September 29

Clayton

Northeast District Meeting

October 9

Alamogordo

Invitational Chord Clinic

Las Cruces

Invitational Chord Clinic (T.B.A.)

October 22
October 30
November 3
November 3
November 5
November 8
November 12

Registration & fees for All-State vocal auditions must be to audition center chairman by this date.

November 13
November 14
November
November
November
November

15
16
16-17
17

November 17
November 26
November
November
November
December

27
28
29
7-8

December 14-15
Jan. 9-12, 1980

Jan. 17-19, 1980
February
February
February
February

1-2
2
13
16

February 16
February 23
February 23
February 23
February 26
March 1
March 1
March 1
March 8
March 8
March
March
March
March
March

13-14
19-20
22
26
27

Gallup
Portales
Albuquerque

Marching Band Competition
SENMMEA Marching Band Festival
High School Choral Solo & Ensemble

Jim Barnard, Gallup, P.O. Box 2093 Gallup 873(
Floren Thompson, ENMU, Portales 88130
Mark Scholtz, 2429 Parsifal, NE., Alb. 87112
Registration & fees for All-State instrumental auditions must be in the hands of the audition center ch
Gallup
Junior High School Honors Clinic
Ken Holloway, 3307 Church Rock, Gallup 87301
Santa Fe
All-State Choral Auditions
Mary Linda Gutierrez, 1569 Don Gaspar
Santa Fe 87501
Dale Kempter, P.O. Box 25704, Alb. 87125
All-State Choral Auditions
Albuquerque
Guy Webb, Box 3F, Music Dept.
All-State Choral Auditions
Las Cruces
NMSU, Las Cruces 88003
Art Dempsey, 17 Forest Drive, Roswell 88201
All-State Choral Auditions
Roswell
Ben Canfield, 2413 Roundup, Hobbs 88240
All-State Choral Auditions
Hobbs
T.B.A.
All Dist. Honors Clinic Band & Chorus
Las Vegas
Kim Thompson
High School Orchestra Solo &
Albuquerque
Ensemble Festival
Art Dempsey, 17 Forest Drive, Roswell 88201
SENMMEA, District Band Audition
Roswell
Junior and Senior High School
Clark Pontsler, Santa Fe High School
All-State Instrumental Auditions
Santa Fe
Yucca Road, Santa Fe 87501
All-State Instrumental Auditions
Dale Kempter, P.O. Box 25704, Alb. 87125
Albuquerque
Ross Ramsey, 344 Phillips, Las Cruces 88001
All-State Instrumental Auditions
Las Cruces
All-State Instrumental Auditions
Art Dempsey, 17 Forest Drive, Roswell 88201
Roswell
High School Band & Chorus Honors Clinic
Jim Barnard, Kent Northrup
Gallup
Gallup High School, Gallup 87301
Art Dempsey, 17 Forest Drive, Roswell 88201
SENMEA All-District Honors Band
Roswell
Clinic and Concert
Donald M. Hardisty, President, 2030 Majestic
36th ALL-ST A TE NEW MEXICO CLINIC
Albuquerque
Ridge Rd., Las Cruces 88001
FESTIVAL & IN SERVICE CONFERENE
Rollie V. Heltman, Executive Secretary
1150 Don Gaspar, Santa Fe 87501
Ron Lipka, 11633 La Cueva Lane, N.E .,
N.A.J.E. NATIONAL CONVENTION
Albuquerque
Albuquerque 87123
Mark Scholtz, 2429 Parsifal, N.E., Alb. 87112
Swing Choir Festival
Albuquerque
John 0. Walker, 606 Hermosa Dr., Roswell 882
SENMMEA - Junior HS Solo & Ensemble
Roswell
Wayne Anderson, 1816 Glenarm Dr., Clovis 881
SENMMEA - Junior HS Solo & Ensemble
Clovis
Floren Thompson, ENMU, Portales 88130
SENMMEA Instrumental Solo & Ensemble
Portales
Festival
ENMU
Mike Higgins, Box 416, Raton 87740
Solo and Ensemble Festival
Raton
Las Cruces Junior High School Committee
Junior High School Solo & Ensemble
Las Cruces,
Festival
NMSU
Chuck Rives, 1202 W. Yale, Roswell 88201
High School Vocal Solo & Ensemble
Roswell
Festival-Roswell High School
Joseph Green, Box 925, Moriarty 87035
Solo and Ensemble Festival
Moriarty
Jim Barnard, Gallup High School and
Solo and Ensemble Festival
Gallup
Carl Kloosterman, Rehoboth High School
Ben Canfield, 2413 Roundup, Hobbs 88240
SENMMEA Junior High School Vocal
Hobbs
Solo and Ensemble Festival
Ed White, 1525 Country Club Circle
High School Solo & Ensemble Festival
Las Cruces
Las Cruces 88001
Warren Alderman, 4217 Louisiana, N.E.,
Middle School Band Solo & Ensemble
Albuquerque
# 1021, Albuquerque 87109
Festival
Mark Scholtz
Middle School Choral Solo and
Albuquerque
Ensemble Festival
Warren Alderman, 4217 Louisiana, N.E. ,
High School Band Solo and Ensemble
Albuquerque
# 1021 , Albuquerque 87109
Festival
Mark Scholtz
High School Choral Large Group Festival
Albuquerque
Kim Thompson
Orchestra Large Group Festival
Albuquerque
Mario Cordova, Box 347, Reserve 87830
Large Group Festival
Reserve
Don Thorpe, 2613 19th St., Alamogordo 88310
Large Group Vocal Festival
Alamogordo
John Peed , 3109 N . Dustin, Farmington 87401
Farmington
Choir Festival
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MUSIC EDUCATION ACTIVITIE CALENDAR 1979-80
DATE

LOCATION

arch 27
pril 1
pril 9-10

Clayton
Hobbs, NMJC
Hobbs

pril 12

Alamogordo

pril 16

Hobbs

pril
pril
pril
pril

Bloomfield
Belen
Cimarron
Las Cruces
Lynn Jr. High
Las Cruces

17
18-19
18-19
19

pril 26

Albuquerque
Lovington

EVENT

NAME & ADDRESS OF PERSON IN CHARGE

Large Group Concert Festival
SENMMEA Large Group Choral Festival
SENMMEA Large Group Instrumental
Festival (Jr. & Senior High School)
Large Group Instrumental High
School Festival
SENMMEA Large Group High School
Vocal Festival
Instrumental Music Festival
Honor Band & Chorus Clinic & Concert
All District Honors Groups
Junior High School Large Group
Instrumental Festival
Junior High School Large Group
Vocal Festival
Middle School All-City Choral Festival
SENMMEA Spring Business Meeting

Craig Zink. 117 Main, Clayton 88415
Dr. Lynn C. Dean, NMJC , Hobbs 88240
Jack Reynolds , 701 West Silver, Hobbs 88240
Jim Youn g, 1736 Van Court , Ala mogordo 88310
Ben Canfield, 2413 Roundup , Hobbs 88240
Frank Anderson , P.O . Box 127, Bloomfield 87513
Luis Delgado , Rt 4 Box 208, Los Lunas 87031
Dennis Schneider, Rt 1 Box 8, Cimarron 87714
John Schutz, 1805 Candlelight Dr. ,
Las Cruces 88001
Betty Wolle , 105 Capri Rd ., Las Cruces 88001

Mark Scholtz
Chuck Rives , Presiden t, 1202 W. Yale
Roswell 88201
John Bealmear, Executi ve Secretary
1601 S. Avenue B , Portales 88130
~ ~ - - ~ - ------- ----- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - --- - - - ------

pril 26
ay 10

ORFF NEWS

The National Conference of
merican Orff-Schulwerk Assoation scheduled for the Del Webb
ownehouse in Phoenix, Arizona
·om November 14-18, 1979 will
iature outstanding clinicians from
:ross the United States, Canada
1d Belgium. Headlining the list
Joe Wuytack from Belgium who
'ill be providing sessions on basic
rff Pedagogy. Also featured are
harlotte Heth, providing sessions
1 American Indian music, Patricia
:arpole, Hispanic music, and Paul
er liner, African/ American music.
pecial sessions for classroom
iachers are scheduled for Saturay with Lois Birkenshaw and
thers leading the sessions.
Other clinicians scheduled in.ude Jeanne Loudon, Mary Ann
u mmins, Judy Bond, Lynn Johnm, Barbara Andress, D a v i d
l oads, Carol Irwin, Joyce Park1an, Pat Brown, Nancy Ferguson,
'a t Hamill, Cindy Campbell, Mary
-oetze, Peggy McCreary, Grace
·ash, James Thomas, Don Doyle,
,a rbara Potter, Barbara Grenoble,
ane Frazee, Isabel Carley, Mararet Dugard, Jean Wilmouth,
. J. Lahman, Nancy Dervan, Jan
.apley, Kate Greishaber, and Sue
llen Page Johnson.
Also included in the conference
re many other fine performances
nd activities. This promises to be
1e finest Orff Conference yet, so
lan now to attend .

M·USIC INDUSTRY NEWS
LUCHETTI ANNOUNCES
PERCUSSION CLINICS
In addition to Marching Percussion Clinics and clinics by Louie
Bellison held in September, Luchetti Drum & Guitar announces the
following events of interest to
New Mexico music educators :

George Marsh from San Fran cisco , Oct. 12 & 13 -private drum
set lessons , Oct. 14, open clinic;
Robert Kackofen , marching percussion , Jan . 10 at All-State co -sponsor, Ludwig Drum Co .;
Charles Dowd, total percussion ,
Jan. J 1 at All-State - co-sponsor,
Ludw ig Drum Co.

Support Our Advertisers - They Support Us

May & Duncan Music Company

4519 S. Western
353-3591
Amarillo
79109

424 N. Texas 5001 Montana 408 Andrews Hiway
332-9447
566-9643
682 -9451
El Paso
Midland
Odessa
79903
79761
79701

King - Conn - Olds - Re y nolds - Martin - LeB!anc - Selmer-Bach
Noblet - Normandy - Bundy -

Ludwig - Slingerland

Gemeinhardt - Artley - Haynes - Fox - Vito - Cleveland
R ENTALS

SALES
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REPAIRS

SAMPLE JUD<ilN<i SHEETS
NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
CHORAL AUDITI ON JUDGING SHEET
AUDITION CENI'ER - - - - - -

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EIJ.'CATCRS ASSOCIATION
PERCUSSION DIS'I'RUMEN!'S Alf)I TICN J\,1)'.;111G SHEET
ALTITION CENTER - - - - - - -

srUDE,;'I''S NAME - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - GRADE _ _ __
\ Print or type)
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
SCHOOL - - - - - - - - - - - VOICE:
Circle One:

SOPRANO
1st 2nd

ALT0
l~2nd

TENOR
1st · dnd

BASS
~
2nd

SCHOOL_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ZIP

SNARE DRL'M 01\'LY:
Students' cho i ce
two of the first
thirteen Rudiments ,ilus open and
close long r oll:
Tone Quality
C'rrrect Sticking
i,ccuracy o f Rhythm
r~·hn ical Facility
- , ~ <nts
1''J11.?A:JI O;';LY:
Je:nonstrate Tuning
10
L0nc roll pp o ff
10

SCORE
15

5
5
5
5
5
5
,o points

MALLET INSTRlJNE!l'l'S ONLY :
Tone Quality
Scales 1, Arpeggios
(San:e as Wind Inst.
Demonstr ate roll
pp to ff
Correct Sticking
..;,~LO PERFORMANCE (ALL)
Tone Quality
Accuracy of Rhyt,·,ms
Phrasing ue Style
Attacks & Releases
Tee nica 1 Accuracy
and Facility
Attention to Seen?
Markini,:s
~:iGHT READING : {ALL)
Tone Quality
Accuracy of Rhythms
Attention to Score
Markings
Technical Accuracy

:?.. 3D-:I;LE PERFORMANCE:
Tone Qua lity
Brea th Support
P~ tch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy
Phrasing Accuracy
Attention to Score
V.ark ings
>')

GRADE _ _ _ _

points

SIGHT READING
Pitch Accura cy
Rhythm Accuracy
10 points
TONAL MEMORY TEsr:
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy

SCORE

CCM,!ENTS

20 ooir.ts
10
10
10
10
10

1J
r

·

·irt---,~---,------------

2 l noints

10 points
T'.>TAL POINTS

INSTF'l./t<'.ENI' _ _ __

NAME OF PREPARED SOLO - - , - - , - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -If you qualify to be in either Band or nrchestra , which is your first choice
!lanrt
Or chestra _ __ _

NAME OF PREPARED SOLO: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SOLO PERFORMANCE :
Tone Quality
Brea th Support
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy
Phrasing Accuracy
Interpr etation
Att.ention to Score
Markings
Diction

S'IUDENT 'S NAME ~ - - - - - - - - { Please prir.t or t;'Pe)

TOTAL Pcrnrs

.00

100

AULJI'l'IGIIBR' S SIGNATURE
.~uoitioner' s Signature

DATE

f:atP

NE' I ME:aco MUSIC EDUCA'!'ClRS ASS()('IATICN
STRIN<; INS'l'RlJI.IF~"I' AL1JITICN JUCGING Sl!l'ET

AU"Irl('N

1
:-........ ,/

E.LUCArr:t....l.,-"''Y"LA.TI ..itl

S':LJ:'E:7: ' S XAME ~ - - - - - - - - - - GRA !:
( Plc,o.::;c print er t:,'1',ie)

( Pr int or tyµe )
SCHOOL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ZIP _ __

srHCC L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _::rr -

NAME OF PREPARED SOLO, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

SCORE

r-~::rr

AU~ I":"ICC\" "ESTEP - - - - - - -

srUDEt..,I"S NAME _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ TN'.>TRUMEl\'I'_ _ _ _GRA!lE _ __

SCALE : MAJOR &. RELATIVE MINOR
Tone Quality
Pitch Accuracy
Bowing Control
Te~hnical Acc,.u-acy
Balance of Rangr
10 poir,ts

•l.:EXIC"'

' 1;;;:i 11 SiR"JMENr AU-1"::Ici; J'v-::CI;;-:, ::¥.£Et

1'"1','l'ER _ _ _ _ _ _ __

n,

XA.'S
PREPARED SOLC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..
If J"v 1.. qLu::ilifv to tc "-r1 either Ban~ e r CrchL3tru , wt.ic:: de ym.. ;>refer.
Banc _ _ _ _ rr ... ),..es-:ra _

CCMMENT..,

CCMMEm'S

~:;.J"P, i-U:'JCR, Cl-L~CMATIC:
~ne Quoli •y
5
i'i:.::h ,;~,..·.ir"?-:y
: ·Lr. .: "":.i l lv~t:urg,cy
'::..1 ... :11~r~ v r::t!'ft
'i
.~:J points

...·r ..-.!..ES :

S~i.J l'F'RfOliMANCE:

T,;ne Qc,a li ty
I-~ tch Accuracy
khy Lm Accuracy
Phrasing Accuracy
Technical Accuracy
Attention to Score
M.ar!i:ings

:.::r.l\

30 points

2?rfrt~IJ.'.\"CE:
Tor.,_ "'.J::il i y
;r'?a t~ Su;:>p0rt
:~,1..'°)""1: ~ C,r.]t-..t:f'-

~

?i tch

5

.'-.CCU!"'9.CJ

~t:yt rMn 1. . ':"C 1raC' y
~i.:-03i:.:;
'!' •rl·: .1..C-~ ,:_ ... ., ...... n..:.Cj
,·:- '1r)-r t..., Sc :re
·.:1r·/.1::r;,

ORCHESTRAL EXCERPTS:
Tor:e Quality
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy
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Tone Quality
Pitch Accuracy
Rhythm Accuracy
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One of the finest European vi n hops in the world
is in Clevela d.
It 's the Scher! & Rot h finishing shop in Cleveland,
Ohio. Where some of Europe's finest craftsmen hand
finish each and every S cher! & Roth " Violin.
These are the adjustments they make , and the ones
you should look for wren you look for student violins :~
In fact, you won 't find another violin so well adjusted
to students . When you recommend a string instrument,
it must perform. Ours do . And when students play
Scher! & Roth string instruments , they ' ll make better
progress.
Because no one else has a small little corner of
Europe in Cleveland .
· All Scher! & Roth instruments comply with MENG Construction Standards and Spec1f1cat1ons

In Cleveland , ebony pegs are
shaped by hand , and peg
holes are drilled and tapered
so pegs fit perfectly .

Peg holes are positioned
and the bottom of the peg
box 1s carved out to prevent
strings from binding.

The fingerboard 1s removed - _ .
and the neck 1s carefully
planed to prevent warpage .
And the fingerboard is gently
hollowed so strings don 't
buzz when depressed .

- - - - - - - The nut is cut and shaped by
hand to the correct height .
and the string slots hand cut
into the nut for correct
spacing .

-------

All intervals are comfortab le
to reach. becau se fingerboards are hand planed to
the correct curvature . and
both neck and fingerboard
are then match -finished to
create a perfect joint

- - - - - - - The maple neck is hand
rubbed with fine oil to a mel low finish that leaves the
neck smooth . and not sticky
like varnish .

~
~

Bridge feet are hand fitted to
the top of each instrument .
and cut to the correct height
and curvature . The bridge is
set at a slight back angle to
help prevent forward warp ing toward the fingerboard .

~
~

The soundpost is carefully
fitted to the inside graduation of the instrument for
consistent . balanced sound .

Student models are fitted
with chromium steel strings
with four adjusters .
Vanous styles of chin rests ~
are available and installed
in Cleveland .
Endpin holes are drilled .
tapered and centered over
the saddle for maximum
strength . and proper fit.

Durable and humidit y-~
resistant tail adjusters are
used to mount the tail piece .

-
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A Divisio n o_f C.G. _Con n, Ltd .
61 6 Enterp ri se Drive
Oak Brook, Illinoi s 605 21
(3 12) 920-3600

OPENING THE DOORS TO THE WORLD OF MUSIC

INDEX
Belwin Mills __ ____________ _________ 24
Bob Farley - - -- - -- - -- - - -- ---- ----- - - 2
Croesus International - -- -- - - ------- 8
Early Music Stands ------- ----- ---- 8
Gemeinhardt _____ __ ______ ___ _______ 12
Getzen __ ____ __ ___ _______ ____ ____ ___ 22
Henco, I nc . - - - ---- ---- --- - - ------ - - -11

Luchetti Drum & Guitar _____ _______ 40
May & Duncan ____ ____ ____________ _37
MENC ______ __ ______ ________ ___ - - - _35
Music Mart, Inc. ________________ ___ 20
Music World __ ________ ____ ___ ___ __ _27
Phillips House of Music ___________ _32
Reidling Music Co. _________ ___ __ ___ 28

Sche r! & Roth - -- -------- - --------- - ~
Sol Frank Uniforms ---------- - ---- - ~
Southern Music Co . -- ------ ---- --- - ~
Southwest Aux . Champ. ___ ____ ____ _]
Vi to ____________ __- _- - - _- ____ ___ 9, ~
Wurlitzer _________ ______ __ ___ 15, 17, l
Yamaha _ ·-- ----- -- - --------- - ----- - ~
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